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BWR SYSTE, S 

LESSON PLAN 

A. RECIRCULATION SYSTEM 

B. REFERErNCES 

1. BWR Systems 'Manual, Chapters 2.5 and 3.2 

2. Recirculation System GEK'779, VoJ. II 

3. Brown's Ferry Technical Specificatons5 

4. Reference Card File 2.5 

5. Operating Instructions 

C. OBJECTIVES 

Fullv understand the purpose of the system and its design 

basis 

2. ;ajor system components and flow paths 
3. Sicnificant system instrumentation and interlocks 

. Relationships between the RecirculaT-ion System and other 
systems 

. Technical Scecifications governing tne syste-i 

D. FurE St"cn 

e. -rzvidss vari"-ie forced circulation of water zhrough the 
-cors; znereby azle -o ahi:heve hicher s.Ecific 

Do;..:r and control flow niszribizicn to all cnanneis. S y 

,:Er,,in zne flow rate. different power densitieS can be 

acrieved and power level chanoed.  

2. Coo.nents 8 Flow Path 

-'c:•r opei'-=aec SC suc'. on
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2) 'iariable speed pump 

3) 'Iotor operated pump discharge valve 

4) Jet pump ring header 

5) Each loop supplies 10 jet pumps 

6) Crosstie and crosstie bypass valves 

7) Recirc System MG Set.  

b.- Flow Paths (Fig. 2) 

1) Recirc pump suction from reactor vessel downcomer region 
between groups of jet pumps 

2) Two separate loops 

3) Discharge of recirc pump passes through a flow element and 
is routed to a ring header (not a complete ring) 

4) Flow from each recirc pump goes from ring header to reactor 
vessel via 5 riser pipes 

5) internal to the reactor vessel each riser feeds two jet 
pump nozzles via a ram's head arrangement 

E) in the jet pumps the driving flow (from the recirc pumps) 

mixes with the driven or secondary flow from the vessel down

corner region (j'ryer and separator drains olus feed flow) 
andr returns, via the jet pump diffuser zo -ne core inlet 
- 1 e n um.  

7) The total recirculation system flow passes tnrough the core 

a, 90'. of fiow through fuel channels 

10•: of flow by~asses fue' cue to desicred leakace. shis 

flow prevents excessive voiding in the area of the LPRMI's 
and increases their accuracy.  

0".: core `Io,, l 102 .5 x 1lc. Ib/hr 

a; ' x 10 lb/hr is drivin- flow
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b) -.62 x 106 lb/hr is driven flow 

c) -,13.4 x 106 lb/hr of the above is taken as steam 
f.ow; this beino made up by feedvwater flow.  
Recirculation ratio is 8/1 

E. COMPONIET DESCRIPTION (Fig. 2) 

1. Recirculation Loop Outlet 

a. -.28" recirculation loop suction piping 

2. Pump Suction Valve 

a. 28" Gate Valve 

b. Designed to open against a 50.psi differential. (Equivalent 
to the static head of water in the reactor vessel.) 

3. Pump Discharge Valve 

a. 28" Gate Valve 

b. Designed to open against a 200 psi differential. (Equivalent 
to-about shutoff head of the recirculation pump.) 

c. Originally this plant had a 4" bypass valve around the pump 
discharge valve. However, due to cracking problems found at 
various BWR facilities in the discharge valve bypass line many 
facilities including BFNP removed the bypass line and modified 
the recirculation pump starting sequence.  

". .. er......,aicn Pumo and Motor 

a. 2000 HP variable speed induction motor (4 pole, 345-1725 
RPM at 11.5 to 57.5 HZ Supply frequency 

b. Possible soeed range 

1) Minimum Speed: 3A5 RPM - 11.5 HZ - 20% 

2) M1aximum Speed: 1725 RPM - 57.5 HZ - 100' 

3) Minimum Speedw: 483 RP-I - 16.1HZ - 28% 
* ..s limited by sneed controller
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c. Dump Flow Rating (design conditions **) 

1) 12,650 GPM at 28U speed 

2) 45,230 GPM at i10% speed 

"* The Generator and Pump Motor are not designed to pump 

100' rated flow when pumping cold water.  
If attempt is made to do so a limiting condition of 
generator stator amps will be reached prior to attain
ing 1000 speed.  

d. Pump Motor Limits 

1) Rated Voltage: 3920 VAC at 70V/HZ 

2) Rated Current: 965 Amps 

3) Maximum winding temperature 216°F 

e. Restart Capabilities 

1) Two consecutive starts allowed from motor ambient 
temperature 

2) One start allowed from motor operating temperature 

:NOTE: Further starts require an intervening cooling 
period of 15 minutes.  

f. Cooling Water Requirements 

1) Suppiec by RESCAI 

, M.ozor oiI cooer !.S GP? 

3, Pump seal assembly 47 GPM 

G. Ps': Seal Assembly (Fig. 3, 4 & 5) 

i' Sea- car:ridge assembly consisTs of two sets of sealing 

surfaces and breakdown bushing assemblies 

T The =1 sea! 

b) The =2 seal 

"-rs, nc,- - , ceratrnc rc--ionS eacn sel :-c,..zes 
; ::,:: SI : :n: Bcros s Ur-ace
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d) These sealing surfaces form two cavities from which 
the above oressures are measured.  

(1) No. 1 cavity at reactor pressure (1000 psig @ 
rated) 

(2) No. 2 cavity at 50. reactor pressure (500 psig 
@ rated) 

NOTE: Flow is controlled internally through the seal 
assembly so that these pressures are maintained.  

2) Seal Purging 

a) Seal purge water from control rod drive system down
stream of the supply filters keeps number one seal 
cavity clean by flowing out of the seal area, along 
the pump shaft, and into the recirculation system.  

b) A flow of 2 1/2 to 3 GPII goes to each pump through 
a restricting orifice, flow regulator, and rotameter 

c) The ource reduces the possibility of seal damage due 
to ingesting dirt from an unclean piping system 

3) Seal Flow 

a) During normal operation of the seal some flow through 
the seal assembly is reouired to allow each seal to 
accept i/2 of the oressure droD (normally 500= each).  

(1) ' ormal flow set at .77 GP?" 

(2) Passes through internal breakdown bushings to 
controlled seal leakoff line from =2 seal cavizV 

(2) All seal leakage routed to Dryweeli equi:menrz crair 
sunp.  

") Seal Failure 

a- Failure of the =1 seal asserbly woulo allow increased 
flow to the `2 seal cavity, forcing the -2 seal to 
operate at a higher _"P i.e.: >500 PSID.
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Failure of the •I seal will cause increased leakage 
-1I.1 GPM through the controlled seal leakoff line 

(1) Alarms high at .9 GPM 

(2) Alarms low at .25 GPM 

b) Failure of the #2 seal would cause an increased 
leakage through the seal leak detection line downstream 
from the #2 seal 

(1) This condition alarms at .25 GPM. Normally 
there is zero flow 

c) Failure of both mechanical seals would result in 
a total leakage from the seal assembly of 60 GPM 
(maximum) 

(1) The breakdown bushings limit the above total 
leakage 

d) Plugging the #1 R.O. would result in a reduction 
in •2 seal pressure and FS "A" alarming low 

e) Plugging the =2 R.O. would result in •2 seal 
pressure and FS "A" alarming low.  

•) Seal Cooling (Fig. 6) 

a) Due to the heat generated by the friction of tne" 
sealing surfaces and the leakage of reactor water 
through the seal assenbly, cooling is recuired.  

b Cooilnc suo-lied by - CC, . systee '-7 G?' recuirs' 

c) Heat exchanger provided which surrounds the seal 
assembly 

d) Primary water is routed via: 

(1) Hole in main pumm i~meller 

(2) Hydrostatic bearing 

(3) Post shaft-to-casing clearance 

;) rimEry:.. water circ:.ae• :nrouch heat exc-"an=r 
.u~e s-ce to seal a:iC.':
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(1) Auxiliary impeller mounted on main pump shaft 
just beWow the seal assemblies 

f) If R BCC, is lost to the pDuo and motor, the pumo 
should be tripped in -.l minute to prevent bearing 
and/or seal damage 

5. Recirculation System ""- Sets (Fig. 7) 

a. The recirculation pumps are driven by MG Sets, located in 
the turbine building on the turbine floor. The MG Set drive 
motor and generator are connected by a fluid coupler which 
controls the speed of the genirator and thus the pump motor.  

b. Drive M6tor 

1) 9000 HP - 6 pole - 1200 RPM Induction Motor 

2) Maximum Current - 1125 Amps at 60.0 HZ (Gen. @ 57.5 HZ) 

3) Rated voltage - 4160V AC 

4) Maximum Winding Temperature - 2480F 

c. Generator 

1) Variable Frequency Generator (6 pole, 224-1150 RPM 
@ 11.5 to 57.5 HZ) 

2) Power Rating - 5985 KW at 56 HZ 

3) Power Factor - 0.9 @ 50 HZ 

": .ated Volit-:e - 3920'V AC z EZ 5C23 V ,C at 57." 

3) ,aximum Current 979 Amps 

E) ".aximum Wirdinc Te.-mperature 260 F 

d. ,oltace Regulator and Excitation 

N) normal Ooeration 

a) The generator is excited by an AC exciter whose output 
is converted to DC via rotor mounted diodes and applied 
z-. :he -"ield via s!i: rincs. The exciter is dr.iven by the 
zn •' .. .- mr:,ozor 

"7ý Tnital :Start-, 

-) Excitazion -s supplied Fro: the IZCV A-C. 60 K" 
-ssential service bus.
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3) Transfer to self excitation is time delayed following 
closure of the generator field breaker 

"f) The voltage regulation is supplied by a volts/HZ type 
regulator-which decreases the output voltage by 70V/,,Z as 
as the frequency is decreased.  

5) Decreasing the frequency of the applied voltage on an 
AC induction motor lowers the power factor. Maintaining 
a constant voltage would require excessive amounts of 
excitation current which could cause overheating of the.  
exciter and/or voltage regulator.  

6) Thus the need to program the output voltage down with 
decreasing frequency.  

7) The output of the generator is hard wired directly 
to the recirc pump motor.  

a) The inertia of the rotating elements in the 
generator supplements the inertia of the recirc 
pump and motor to provide a coastdown of action 
or flywheel effect upon loss of station power.  

b) The full flywheel effect depends on two factors 

1I) Adequate generator excitation 

(2) Dependable fluid drive scoop tube control 

c) At least 10 seconds coastdown time is provided 
on a trip from EO•= speed or greater.  

(•) Tie Bcaszcown ratns r'oirc flow -r
helps protect the fuel from excessive 
temoeratures following a loss of power 

e. Fijid Czupler (Fir. ) 

i) Ooera~icn 

a) Four basic elements make up the fluid drive unit.  

(1) Inpu: (driving) shaft 

(2) Output (driven) shaft 

I-%

, means of varying flIid level
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b) The input shaft, impeller, impeller, imoeller casing, 
inner casing ana outer casing all rotate together at 
drive motor speed 

c) The runner and output snaft rotate togetner at a speed 
governed by the quantity of oil in the vortex and 
the load conditions 

d) The input and output rotating assemblies are supported 
on their respective sleeve bearings mounted in pillow 
blocks 

e) Hydraulic thrust is absorbed by Kingsbury thrust bearings 
included in above pillow blocks 

f) There is no mechanical connection between the input 

and output members 

g) Steady state operation 

(1) The impeller, which is directly connected to the 
prime mover, imparts its energy to the oil 

(2) The oil, flowing in its vortex (whirlpool) pattern, 
transmits its energy to the runner to drive the load 

(3) When the.working circuit of the iZzeller and runner 
is filled with oil, the drive is capatle of trans
mitting maximum power with the least slip or 
differential speea between the impeller and runner 

P2 Ry introducing a movatie scoop zube into the casings, 
the amount of oii in the casings can be adfusted 
from Oull to ernty 

(0) Reaction to adjusqmenz is fast and smooth over a 

wide speed range.  

h) Transien: operation 

(i) Oil enters the working oil circuit thrcugh ports 
in the inboard end of the impeller pillow clock 

(2) There is always a fixed quantity of oil entering 
the working circuit due to positive displacement 
oil pumps and orificing 

Mhe all is ac:eo Aon ty :hE ;TEeand :ent,-i
"fucal force, 'orring a vcr:ex :atzern anc 
transmitting its force to tne runner
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(4) The speed control scoop tube position 
controls the quantity of oil in the working 
circbit 

(5) The momentum of the rotating oil forces some 
of the oil out of the stationary scoop tube 
and into the oil reservoir. (Fig. 9) 

(6) Insertion of the scoop tube into the vortex 
removes oil faster than it is being supplied, 
reducing the quantity of oil in the working 
circuit 

(7) This reduction of oil results in less 
coupling and a lower generator speed 

(8) If the scoop tube is now stopped, the rate 
of removal will equalize with the rate of 
supply and the quantity of oil in the working 
circuit stabilizes at some new, lesser 
amount 

(9) With scoop tube fully inserted --min. couoling 
With scoop tube fully retracted- max. coupling 

2) Oil Supply System (Fig. i0) 

al in addition to the wcrkin; circuit, the oil su::iy 
system must provide: 

(1) Cooling 

(2) Lubricating 

b) Three hal" caoacity, :csitive displacement 60 
HP AC oil pumps rated at 5IA GPM and one KIM 
DC emergency oil pymp rated at 156 7M 
take suction from tie fluid coupler reservcir.
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c) A relief valve at the discharge of the pump controls 
the discharge pressure by relieving back to the suction 
of the pump 

(0) This maintains a constanz pumpIna rate and allows 

a fixed quantity of oil to enter the working 
circuit 

d) The oil travels to an oil cooler. The cooled oil is 

returned to the fluid drive where a portion is passed 
through filters for lubrication of fluid drive motor 
and generator bearings 

e) If one of the oil pumps fails, the following sequence 

-occurs: 

(1) Time 0 - oil pressure drops to <30 psig 

(a) The standby A/C oil pumps auto starts 

(2) Time + 6 secs. - if oil pressure still 30 psig, 

(a) auto. trips AC oil pumps (if DC pump 
lined up to start) 

(b) auto. trips of MIG drive motor 

(.3) If pressure drops to 20' psig (or redundant 
10 psig), the DC oil pump auto. starts (after 
6 sec T.D.) 

(a) The D. C. pump wr i provide fluid coupler 
bearing oil :ressure only for coastdown 
purposes fol•i"nc loss of the AC curs 

7. Jet e~ps 

a. FGn-tion 

- ro,.vie maximum core flow with rinirmum external flow 

2" Provide 2/3 core height "standpice" effect follo"ing a 
design break accident (Fig. il) 

a) Steam formed in the lower 2/3 of the core will flow 

upward, cooling the top portion of the core 

-:;W xnr n R-P irn1-rnal 7Arscon plan for c•Ea-l zT
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b. Like centrifugal pumps, a jet pump converts velocity 
head into a pressure head. (Fig. 12) 

1) Due to the convergent section of the driving flow 
nozzle, the driving flow is accelerated to a high 
velocity.  

2) This in turn creates a low pressure in the throat 
area. Due to this pressure differential, the driven flow 
is accelerated and entrained with the driving flow 
stream 

3) In the diffuser section, a further reduction in velocity 
-is achieved and the resultant discharge pressure is 
developed 

c. The performance of jet pumps is generally shown to be a 
function of the parameters defined below.  

EOZZLE TH ,OAT C: LF U S E.  

ST ;!(PI -PC 

"C TI N F--C " 

1182  :J, 

q .J7I -' € LCJ' 

11 clw R, atio. M=the ratio of the driven mass flow (suct.cn 
flo;:) to the driving mass Io, through the nozzle 

Driven : W1 1 6S x 10 --/Hr. 2 

Driving 3A x 106 -/Hr 1 

* - :u- -eace• (F'ic. 2j 

a. Each recircuiation loe0 _-',:Scn1rge line terminazes in a 

22" manifold or "ring he-acer" wnich encompasses the reactor 

vessel
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b. Flow from each recirc pump is routed from the manifold to 
5 - l2" jet punp risers. Each riser supplies driving 
flow to 2 jet pumps 

c. The -ring header" is split by two valves 

1) Installed to allow operation of all 20 jet pumps from 
one recirc pump 

a) Designed to minimize flux tilting which may result 
from single loop operation 

2) Startup test results indicate operating pump may go into 

runout when the crosstie valves are opened due to 
doubling the flow area 

a) This reduces the pump discharge pressure which 
supplies the hydraulic force to the hydrostatic 
bearing 

(1) Internal pump damage may be the end result 

b) Therefore, operating procedures prevent openinc tho 

crosstie valves and only allow one crosstie bypass 
valve to be open to prevent overpressure 

N0TE: The flux tilt was found to be minor in nature 
(3- - ) 

d. The crosstie valves each have an equalizer valve 

'.' They prevent a pressure buildup between the t.o 
crosstie valves 

2) Pressure in a solid system will increase -ClO= per CF 

increase 

..... Set Venrtiaticn System 

a. -wo l00-. capacity ventilation axial fans supply cooling air 
to both !MG set drive motors and generators 

b. There are no interlocks to prevent star:ing the MG set crive 
motor without vent fans. However, procedures require that 
at least one fan be operating whenever an MG set is running 

- r - .=- r-In•een, c• o---- . .. .. . :.. r , a' 
:e ~Se-3 E -.o :.et'en' on- ... T -r of - • ur e i -. . - -
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F. I NSTRUME..TATI ON 

1. Control Room 

a. 902-4 panel

Instrument 

Recirc loop temperatures 
Recirc pump loop flows 

Loop flows 
Jet pumps 1,6,11,16 flows 
Recirc pump & MG set temp.  

Recirc drive motor & generator 
Status temps.  
Recirc pump differential 
pressure 
Recirc pump power 
1) generator current 
2) generator power 
3) generator voltage 
Recirc 11G drive motor 
current 
Pump seal pressures 
1) =1 
2) =2 
Jet pump flows (individual) 
Recirc pump motor speed 
Recirc !l set generator soeed

iyoe

Recorder 
Indicators 
Recorder 
Indicators 
Indicators 
Multipoint 
Recorder 
Multipoint 
Recorder 
Indicator 

Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator 

Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator

0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0

Ranae 

600OF 3 
70 x 1O3GPM 
70 x 1O GPM 
80 x l1 =/hr 
8 xO10 #/hr 
600 F

0 - 3000 F 

0 - 300 psid

0 
0 
0 
0

1500 
8000 
5.25 
1500

Amps KW 
KV 
Amps

0 - 1500= 
0 - i500= 
0 - 30 psid 
100 - 2500 rpm 
20-100,:

instrument

Total ccre floi! 
Core oressure drop 

c. 902-21 fiack panel

iyv~t

Rcorder 
Recorder

instrument

Vessel bottom head 
Drain temc.

Multipoint 
Recorder

Rance 

0 12 ".  
- EO -sid0 0

Rance 

0 - 600°F



2. Local 

a. Reactor buildino 

Instrument

Recirc pump seal pressures gages 0 - 1500 =:

3. Significant Interlocks, Trips and Alarms

Item

Recirc pump low AP 

Feedwater flow interlock

Recirc oump runback/speed liniter 

:ec'rc discharge valve not 
full open interlock

Set Point

>4 psid 

> 20%V

Any feed pump 
< 20S rated 
flow and 
vessel level 
>low levei 
alarm '+27") 

Valve <90% 
open

Functi on 

Allows start signal 
to be applied to 
11/G set 

Provides adequate 
sub cooling for 
recirc pump speeds 
up to l'IMY.  
Recirc pump speed 
cannot be increased 
above minimum until 
interlock is cleared.  
Cavitation may 
damage impeller 

Recirculation pump 
speed is runback 
or limited to 75%: 
so that the feed
water ccntrol svszem 

maintain or recover 
reactor water level 
upon loss of a 
reactor feed pump.  

Prevenzs increasing 
recirc pump speed 
above minimum 
unless valve is open.  
Possible pump 
internal damace.

_ - ... e - .o e~s :,u r:.  

noz starz or will 
trip if runninc.

-15-

Type Range
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Set Point

Recirc pump trip -51.5" reactor 
water level

M/G oil pump auto start <30 psig 
w/l sec. T.D.

<30 psig & 
6 sec. T.D.  

<20= or <10# 
6 sec. T.D.

Contro! seal low flow 

--zrol -eal hi4C fIow

=2 seal leak

v" M.!

.25 GPM

Function

Low water level 
NPSH for recirc 
pumps. Possible 
cavitation 
problems

Allows time 
running oil 
to restore

for pump

pressure. At the 
end of 1 sec., auto 
starts standby.  
oil pump 

After 6 secs., if 
oil pressure is 
still <30=, trips 
the recirc M/G set, 
and AC oil pumps 
(if DC pump lined 
up to start) 

Starts DC oil pump 

Detect seal failure 

Detect seal failure 

Detect seal failure

. PST- 7 R#-!OAL SUMMARY 

. or-aI O:eration 

a. -•m-um Speed Operation 

1, The limiting minimum recirculation pump speed has been 
established so that, with only one pump running, a 
su• icient flow will be produced zo minimize reactor vessel
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a) Potentially high differential temperature can exist 
in the vessel bottom head Eeaion due to the CRD cooling 
water, injected at 70 - 90 F 

b) It is desired to keep the LT between the saturation 
temperature and the water from the vessel b8 ttom head drain 
drain to the cleanup system at a value <15 F and the 
between an igle and an operating recirculation loop at 
a value <50 F 

2) To accomplish the above: 

a) The minimum recirc pump speed is procedurally limited 
to 28' even though the fluid coupler could operate 
down to 20' 

b) The vessel bottom drain line was connected to the 
cleanup system for accurate temperature indication 
in the bottom head region.  

(1) Drain valve has a drilled disc to allow flow 
at all times and prevent stagnation 

3) A 'T between saturation temperature and the bottom head 
-temperature is not limiting in itself. The stresses occur 
when starting an idle pump or increasing flow. Hot water 
now sPjeeps out the cold, producing an unconzrolled heatup.  

a) Regions of primary concern are: 

(1) CR% housing to stub tube welds 

(2) RV:-!zo RPV skirt welds 

b) in additicn, the cold water is swept up and through 
the core, producing a reactivity transient 

b. "ax'mum Soeed ODeration 

1) The recirculation pumrs are sized ard desi-cned for 
pu.ring reactor water at rated condizic-'ns, i.e.: 

2) Rated core mass flow 102.5 x 106 lb/hr, can be achieved 
ar lower temperatures. However, curren: limits on •: >G -• •.. - • ' .,: ' wil • 
" "- - -rive to -cr and/cr.,r en ..r z r.  

aenro'¶r e: ::c: 
wa-E-r
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3) By design the recirculation system is rated at 56.0 HZ.  
However. zhe liriting speed is 57.5 HZ with the generator 
the limiting component 

4) 100% core flow is normally achieved at approximately 90: 

pump speed 

c. Pump NPSH Requirements 

1) NPSH is defined as a measure of the difference between the 

statij•vressure and the saturation pressure at the pump inlet 

2) The static pressure is comprised of two effects 

(a) The height of the column of water above the pump 

(b) The amount- of subcooling at the eye of the pump 

3) The recirc pumps are located approximately 60 feet 
below normal reactor operating level. This provides 

adequate IPSH-uring low power saturated operation 

4) Feedwater flow provides the subcooling to the recirc pump 

suction when operating at higher power levels,-20F 
@ 100': power condition 

5) An interlock prevents increasing recirc pump speed above 

the minimum value (28%) unless at least 20% F.W. flow 
is present for subcooiing 

At full -ower, fes: 

d. Single Loop Operaticn 

2 Single loop oDeraticn is allowed, but the operator 
mus: ensure that the recirc loop flow for the loop wizrn the 
running pumo •iO% by reducing operating pump soeed 

2) Additi"on:- lly, the ooerator rust ensure that opera:rin; 

pump Anos, motor winding temperature, bearing :empera:ures.  

and motor vibration are all wi:nin allowable limits 

3) When a running :ump trios. the discharge valve for that 

) Aizws :ne :riozec :ure :0 ccme to rest. er S 

-inutes oper h'e disCsarce valve as necessary t: 

¶aint:ain loco zemperature
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e. Starting an idle pump loop 

1) If the pumD has been isolated and >50 0F below reactor 
tenperature, open the suction valve, establish seal 
water supply, and throttle the discharge valve sufficiently 
to establish a heat up rate :100 F/hr 

2) When the idle loop temperature is within 500F of reactor 
temperatur 8 and when vessel bottom head temperature'is 
within 145 F of reactor (saturation) temperature, 
shut the idle pump discharge valve 

% 0 
3) Establish fluid drive oil temperature !9O F with cooling 

water established to oil coolers 

4) Ensure the operating pump •50% speed 

5) Start the idle pump at minimum speed 

NOTES: (1) Do not start an idle recirc pump when APRrI's are 
at the rod block. Insert control rods as required 
to provide 5-8% power margin between APRM power 
and APRM rod block 

(2) The 50-: AT limit between the idle loop temperature 
and reactor temperature orevents a large uncontrolled 
thermal stress on the pump casing. Small internal 
components heat up and expand faster than the 
casing and pump drainage might otherwise occur.  
Additionally it limits the cold water reactivity 
addition effect 

(3) The lL°F 4T lirii -.: vessel botzcm nead 
temperature and reactor temoerature is based on 
limitino thermal stress on CRD housing to stub 
tube welds and -hermal stress on reactor vessel 
to suDDort skirt welds. if tne ILC ,T limit 
is exceeded, :he reac:or sa..ration teroerature 
must be lowered to reduce the CT.  

(•) Restart limitations must be observed.  

(5) Once :he .jusz szarted pump A v increases >5 psid, 
its discharge valve will start to open by an 
automatic jogging circuit which will get tne valve 
o~enwihn•senc xiu
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2. Abnormal operation 

a. Operation with pumps at different speeds (Fig. 13) 

1) Operating instructions limit pump speed mismatch during 
normal operat.ions as follows: 

Power Level Speed Mismatch 

<80 <35% 

>80%, <22% 

a) Large mismatches could cause flow-induced vibration 
of the lower speed jet pump risers (Region I of 
figure 13) 

(1) The vibration results from turbulence generated 
by the sheer forces between the driving flow 
stream and the reversed secondary flo%! (Fig. 14).  
Excessive vibrazion could cause faticue failure 
of the jet pump riser braces.  

2) Region 2 of Fig. 13 is prohibited because of instability 
in fluid coupler 

3) Region 3 of Fig. i3 is a transient region. Operation is 
allowed during pump restart only 

b. Recirculation pump seal failure 

Sf only one seal fails, operation of the vump con-i,-,ue 
unt-"l. a pianned shutdo';r.  

2 If the other seal leakage becomes excessive, shut the 
ou-.p down and isolate it 

3) Check dryweli atmosphere conditions and leakage raze to 
ver7- p ump isoia:ion 

c. "solated loop 

""ihen changing temperature in an isolated loop, the; ccoldown 
rate (or heatup rate) should be controlled to .30 F/hr.  
This is a primary system limitation. The most limiting 
c:--._:nc n in : h4- / - is -,he rscr. z



d. Shutdown cooling mode of RHR

1) BFNP operating instructions call for securing the 
recirculation pump prior to starting RHR pumps to 
intiate shutodcvn cooling on that loop 

2) There will be thermal stresses on the RHR line 
which ties into the recirculation pump discharge 
line and on the inlet riser nozzle penetrations 
to the jet pumps 

NOTE: See Dresden Lesson Plan on Recirculation System 
for a discussion of the condition where 
recirculation pumps are left running while shutdown 
cooling is in effect.  

H. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS (Fig. 2) 

1. Recirc loop "A" provides a suction path and both loops provide a 
discharge path for the residual heat removal system 

2. Recirc loops A & B flow elements serve as inputs to the APRM and 
RBE flo.: biased circuits 

3... RS.W cools recirculation pump seals and recirculation pump 
motor oil 

L. CRD hydraulic system provides seal purging water to the number 
one seal cavity 

5. The reactor water cleanup system takes suction from the RHR 

suc:ion Dioe emanatinc in the "A' reirculation looo 
""-c,-. he.... 3 

7n= :r-rv ssvsrv -can be sarmied frc he ' retir ,-: 

:EcHUC~LSPECIFICATI O01,S 

I C. Je .z:~s 

a. When.ever the-e is recirculation flcw .irh the reaczor ir.  

-.ne sr or run nodes wiztoth recirculatior. pu':s 
r;nnlnc, pu: •uo coerabilizv shall Le checked dail. by 
veri'vina that the following two conditions do not occur 
S imultarneously: 

.'hen the two recirculation looos have a flow imbalance 
-=-" " -e-': r • :r -sr•
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2) The indicated value of core flow rate varies from the 
value derived from loop flow measurements by more than 
IOi 

3 The difuser to lower plenum di-iferential pressure readino 
on an individual jet pump varies from the mean of all 
jet pump differential pressures by more than 10% 

b. Additionally, when ooerating with one recirculation pump 
with th6e equalizer valves closed, the diffuser to lower 
plenum differential pressure shall be checked daily, and 

"-the differential pressure of an individual jet pump in a 
Iooo shall not vary from the mean of all jet pump differential 
pressures in that loop by more than 10% 

c. The operator would check 1) above by comparing recirc pump 
speed vs. recirc pump flow. For example, 90% pump speed 
normally corresponds to 100% flow in each pump. If one 
pump indicated 130% flow, it could indicate a possible 
failed jet pump in that loop 

d. Since the core the.mal power-core flow relationship has been 
determined very accurately, the operator can derive core 
flow by finding the thermal power and, using the power to 
flow map, find the expected core flow. Comparing this value 
to the total core flow allows him to check 2) above 

e. Both 1) and 3) or 2) and 3) occurring simultaneously is 
indicative of a failed jet pump riser or nozzle 

f. Concern for jet pump operability is not for total vessel flow 

but rather for ECCS considera-ions 

' Riser f-zilure ..,oid e-:CsE a larcer imaximum flo,. area 
for tne rmaximum credible accident 

2: Low pressure ECCS systeins would of necessity have to be of 
larger capacity to acco.-cdate the increased blowdown rate 
and consequent more rapic uncovering of tne core 

._. Rec.rca!;tion Pump Flow .,ismatch 

a. '...enever Doth recirculazion pumms are in steady state operation, 
. speeds shall be maintained within 22!: of each other when 

power level is greater than EC0 and within 35c.'; of each other 
...,hen power level is less than 8C:.
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b. :f mismatch limit cannot be met, one recirculation pump 
shall be tripped 

c. Tne reactor shall not be operated with one recirculation loop 
out of service for more than 24 hours 

d. Following one pump operation, the discharge valve of the 
idle pump may not be opened unless the operating pump 
speed <50% 

NIOTE: Although the technical specification for flow mismatch was 
was originally provided for LPCI loop selection 
criteria, it still applies for jet pump vibration criteria 
criteria 

3. Temperature limitations 

a. The pump in an idle recirc loop shall not be started unless 
the temperatures of the coolnt within the idle loop and 
operating loop are within 50 8 F of each other.  

b. The recirc pumps shall not be started unless coolant 
saturation temperature and vessel bottom head drain 
temperature are within 145°F.
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BWR SYSTEMS 

LESSON PLAN 

A. MAIN STEAM SYSTEM 

B. REFERENCES 

1. BWR Systems Manual Chapter 2.6 

2. Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant. FSAR Section 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.11 

3. Brown's Ferry Nuclear Plant Technical Specifications 

4. Flow Diagrams 47W801-1 
Mechanical Control Diagramr 47W610-1 
Mechanical Logic Diagram 4714611-1 

5. Reference Card File 2.6 

C. OBJECTIVES 

1. Fullyunderstand the purpose of the system and its design basis 

2. ilajor system components and flow paths 

3. Significant system instrumentation and interlocks 

Relationships between 'lain Steam System and other systems 
". Technical Soecificazions ccvernig -he system 

.GENERL DESCRIPTIOfI 

i. Desicn Sasis 
a. To cordoct steam :rz,' the r•e:.tr vessel ',hrcu•nl :he 

crn-ainmenz to the turbine - cenerazor.  

b. To prevent uncontrolled release of prirary steam to 
t6e environs.  

c. To assist in limiting pressure in the nuclear steam 
ceneration sys-em.
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e. To provide Steam to HPCI and RCiC 

2. Components (Figure 1) 

a. Steam lines 

b. Safety valves 

c. Safety/relief valve 

d. Flow restrictor 

e. M1ain steam isolation valves (MSIV's) 

f. Main steam line, HPCI steam line, and RCIC steam line 

drains and drain valves 

g. Pressure equalizing header 

h. Bypass valves (covered in Turbine Lesson Plan) 

i. Turbine stop valves (covered in Turbine Lesson plan) 

j. Turbine control valves (covered in Turbine Lesson Plan) 

3. Flow Paths 

a. Main Steam lines 

1) 4 lines 
2) Rates steam flow is 3.34 x 106 ./hr./line 

b. Reactor head vent 

c. Safety valves 

d. Safety/Relief Valves 

e. zTeam line :z H:C! turbine 

f. S:ea line :o R1C^ zurbine 

a. Szeam line drains 

l) Above seat 
2) Selcw seat
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h. HPCI and RCIC drains 

i. Pressure equalizing header 

.Steam to turbine 

k. Bypass steam to condenser 

1. Balance of plant steam requirements 

1) Off-Gas system (RECHAR) 
a) SJAE Supply.(Ist and 2nd Stage 
b) SJAE Supply (3rd Stage) 
c) Off-gas pre-heater 

2) Turbine driven reactor feedwater pumps 

3) Gland sealing steam 

E. CflIPONENT DESCRIPTION 

1. Steam Lines 

a. Design Basis 

1) To conduct steam from the reactor vessel through 
the primary containment to the steam turbine 

2) To accommodate operational stresses, such as in
ternal pressures. without a failure which could 
lead to a release of radioactivity in excess of 
the- cuideline values in 10 CFR 100.  

3) The main steam lines within the D-4•av. . containment 
are t' witnszand zhe effects o an earthcuake with
out a failure which could lead to a release of 
radioaczivizy in excess of the guideline values in 
10 CFR 100.  

a) P:rtions of the m.in steam lines are desicnazed 
Seismic Category ± an- should be cesicned :o ;'2th
szand zhe effects of tne safe shuzdown Earthquake 
(SSE).  

a) From the outermost conzainment isolation valve 
up to but not including, the turbine stop valves 

b) Inter-connected Diping 2-1/2 inches or larger 
:o arnd j~½ ~ ~s av ht 

=-:tner nor-.=- r- ,= -- c : , f ' 

_aZic closure .urin•. C ces of nA ,,S 

reactor ooeration.
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b. Four 26" carbon steel steam lines used to: 

1) Permit turbine stop valve and main steam isolation 
vai,,e -estino during ol ant operation wit, n-*.i., 
amount of load reouction.  

2) Limit differential pressure on reactor internals 
under assumed accident conditions including a 
reptured steam line 

3) Limit inventory loss on steam line break.  

4) Permit high power operation with one line isolated.  

5) Permit utilization of bypass valves (common header) 

2. Reactor Head Vent 

a. Operating vent 

1) From reactor head to "c" main steam line. Con
tinuous vent of non-condensibles which might other
wise accumulate in the head area during pcwer 
operation.  

a) Flow caused by small pressure drop bet....een 
tne vessel and the steam line.  

b. Cooldown vent 

" Fr or, reactor head to .' equipment drain s•-Z.  
"/e,.zs •cn-condensinles durinc zccldcwn .. :=r. .  

steam ,ines have Deen flooded and :ne reazcer ce
pressuri zed.  

2_. S•-'e-.. , , .'alves 

" "'ocn b-a-ss 

7 Tne sa'ety valves are designed to orever.: n 'Je 
oressurizing the nuclear steam supply sysn-r :o 
prevenz failure cf the nuclear syszem :rc.cess 
barrie- due to pressure.  

--_ .e'--s n •ress•'re is aZ s -.: ",'s-.e : -= .

code• e a zransienz over-:rss.re
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condition of 10' 
(I) 1250 + 10f: (1250) = 1250 + 125 = 1375 psig 

c)The highest pressure in the primary system 
wifl be at the lowest elevation due to system 
pressure + the static water head. The highest 
pressure point will occur at the bottom of the 
vessel. Because the pressure is not monitored 
at this point; it cannot be directly determined 
if this safety limit has been violated. Also, 
because of the potentially varying head level 
and flow pressure drops, an equivalent pressure 
cannot be a prior; determined for a pressure 
monitor higher in the vessel.  

2. The total safety and safety/relief valve capacity has 
been established to meet the overpressure protection 
criteria of the ASIE code.  

a)The worst overpressure transient 
1) 3-second closure of all MSIV's neglecting the 

direct scram (valve position scram) 
2) ,,aximum vessel pressure of 1303 psio if a 

pressure scram is assumed 
3) Maximum vessel pressure of 1260 psig if 

a neutron flux scram is assumed 
4) Number of installed valves that must open to 

limit peak pressure to 1350 psig (25 psig 
margin) 

(a) 7 valves must open if a neutron flux 
scram is assumed 

(b) 10 valves must ooen if a pressure 
scram, is assumed 

3. The distribution of the recuired capacity between 
safety valves and safety/relief valves must be sucn 
that-the safety/relief valves shall prevent the operning 
of the safety valves d-ring pressure transients which 
are responsibly v eynec.e-d during the i e-,,,E of zne r-iant 

l) A turDire trip from rated power wiz,.  
bypass valve failure to open (assuming 
tur-ine trip scram) is the nost severe 
aDnormal operational transient resulting 
directly in a reactor coolant system 
Dressure increase.
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b) High pressure switch activates a DC solenoid 
which admits air pressure to a remote operator.  

3) Auto Depressurization 

a) To provide automatic depressurization for small 
breaks in the nuclear system so that the LPCI made 
of RHR and the core spray system can operate to 
protect the fuel barrier 

b) Opening action is the same as for the relief 
function 

c) 6 Safety/Relief valves operate in the ADS mode.  

c. Valve Set points 

1) A valves 0 1090 psig Capacity 800,000 lb/hr each 
2) t valves @ 1090 psig Capacity 808,000 lb/hr. each 
3) 3 valves @ 1100 psig Capacity 815,000 lh/hr each 

d. Blowdown :ath 

1) Individually piped to the suppression pool below the 
minimum water level 

2) Vacuum breaker provided to allow entry of dry well air 
i.nto the relief line to prevent water from the 
suppression pool, from being "pulled" up, into the 
relief line upon completion of blowdown when the steam 
in the relief line condenses. Subsequent reopening of 
the valve with its relief line partially filled with 
water could overpressurize the relief line.  

e. Valve Actuation 

1) Self -actuation (safety mode) (Figure 5) 
a) Pressure senses a-- ilot sensing part (2) 

Bel S ows () is fcrced to the ri ct if se oint is 
reached.  ) M~oring pilot vaive disc (3) 

d) Allowing pressure to be transferred zc the second 
stage piston (2) which is forced down.  

e) This vents the pressure from the top of the main 
valve piston (12).  

-f) Venting is via second stage disc (10) and cut main 
v- ,,e _-i.estsr, ".,e.s.i ;'i-'.



h) Dressure differential is created because of the small 
size of the main valve piston orifice (13) compared to the 

main valve piston vent (15).  

i) Reaczor steam pressure tnen lifts the main valve piston (12) 

and the main valve disc (14).  

j) Steam flows out and is piped to the suppression pool

k) When steam pressure is =50 psig below set point, the 

pilot setpoint adjust spring (4) forces the .pilot valve 
closed (3).  

• I) Second stage disc closes (10).  

m) Pressure equalizes .across main valve piston (12).  

n) Spring force closes main valve disc (14).  

o) If the bellows ruptures, a pressure switch alarms at 
1E0.= (5).  

Pilot actuation (,Manual) 

a) DC solenoid admits air pressure to remote air actuator (7).  

b) This pdshes down on second stage piston .(6), 

c) Which unequalizes pressure across main valve piston (12) 
as above.  

d) The solenoid is actuated by: 

(1) hich Dressure - Set pressure (n'oz aDcIcal•E to 
Brown's Ferry) 

(2) manual demand 
(3) "automatic blowdown demand.  

ell The p•ressure sensi nga f.;v111 is. bsurdorn tube. ;f re-ctcr 
nressure rez.ches -;^,e s-: pressure. it activa--es a sE,::'

to enercize the soienc*i.  

f) nEach of -he 6 Safety/Relief valves provided for ADS is 
equipped with an air accumulator and check valve arrange
ment. These accumulators are provided to assure that the 

valves can "e held one,. -o.low'inc failure of the air 
' -- je acZu . as, , n he are si : eC c c:z=-. r 

".-cnt ai for a -i,..• Of fiVe va:e- oe:..,S 

or nol;din- the valve -=en for 3 nut -s, . Accumu;a-ors are 

no- required for the relief valves no- used for ADS

- P_ -
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. Stea-, Line Flow Restrictors 

a. Purpose 

i) Limit flow during steam line rupture to --2001 ofrated line flow.  

2) Limit the loss of coolant from the Reactor vessel following a 
steam line rupture outside the primary containment to the ex
tent the vessel level does not fall below the top of the core 
within the MSIV closure time.  

3) Limit thetP across core internals by restricting flow.  

4) Provides mechanism for measuring steam flow.  

a) indication 
b) input to reactor level control system.  

5) Provides input to the primary containment isolation system.  

b. Venturi-type restrictor. Pressure drop of-lO psi across the 
restrictor at full flow.  

6. Main Steam Isolation Valves 

a. Each steam line has two isolation valves - one inside and one 
outside the primary containment.  

b. Purpose 

1) Prevent exceeding radiation release rates in excess of IOCFRIO0 
guidelines in the even't of a steaim line break outside of primiary 
containment.  

2.; Limits inventory loss during a steam line break accident. Helps 
maintain clad integrity by preventing core from uncovering.  

c. V;-'.\•ie description 

'.: "4or c-s-onents 

aj air cylinder 
b) nydraulic dashpot 
c) speed control valve 
d) closing springs 
e' vale .sea: 

-" -i c .r. Dist valve se-t
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2) Open valve operation 

a) Air supplied to underside of air operator piston causes 
piston and stem to move upward against spring pressure.  

b) Stem lifts pilot valve first - 1/2 inch 

(1) equalizes upstream and downstream pressures through 

balancing orifice 

c) Upper portion of pilot makes contact with main valve 
body, and lifts the main valve off its seat to a full open 
position.  

d) Valve designed to open against 200psid differential 
(100 psid differential by procedure) 

3) Close valve operation 

a) Air supplied to top of air operat6r piston plus spring 
force causes valve to close.  

b) Valve closure speed set by throttle valve on hydraulic 
dashpot.  

(I) Valve closes in 5 - 5 seconds.  "(a) Fast enough (5 seconds) to prevent gross release 

of fission products to the environs.  
(b) Slow enough (3 seconds) to minimize the severity 

of the pressure transient resulting from isola
tion.  

.1' Characteristics 

a) Air to open.  

b) Air and/or spring to close.  

oj .ave f closed on loss cf air.  

OnE AC And One DC solencid operated valve conzrcls aiz 
supply.  

e) Each valve has an accumulator - check valve arrangement 
to supply air on loss of pneumatic supply pressure.  

-a ; r • - , S S IE I /e . r, .E r, E rvwe I i 

y S e•. . C sP-• • va v-es .jppii ed. y r,e .o.r. r r•
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5) Air system open valve operation 

a) Air is supplied to air operating cylinder through an air
ooerated control valve.  

b) The air-operated control valves are controlled by the AC 
or DC solenoid operated valve.  

(1) If either solenoid valve is energized, the control 
valves will be positioned to: 

(a) supply air to underside of air operated piston.  

(b) bleed off 'air from the top of the piston.  

• (2) Working against spring force, air opens valve.  

(3) 250 V DC supplied by battery.  

(4) 120 V AC supplied by an RPS bus.  

6) Air system close valve operation 

a) De-energizing both solenoid valves will cut-off air 
supply to the control valve operators causing the control 
valves to: 

(1) supply air to top of air operator piston.  

(2) bleed off air from underside of piston.  

(3) Air pressure and spring force close the isolation 
valve.  

7, Test operation 

a) Depressing the test pushbotton for 1A -'ain Steam Isolation 
Valve causes: 

(I) The -est soionoid valve to energze resutino .r, air 
being supplied to the test control valve operator.  

(2) The test control valve positions to stop the air 
supply to the underside of the iMSiV air ocerator 
piston and slowly bleed the remaining air through 
a needle valve.  

( 7 T e va'.i;e slc':v :I s E r.-_ . r E IS
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(4) The valve will go to the full closed position if 
the test pushbutton is held depressed 

•5) When :=e test push tu:ton is relex.sed, the tesz 
solenoid valve de-energized and air is again supplied 
to t-he underside of the HSIV air operator piston to 
open the valve 

(b) If the test pushbutton is held down, the valve will close 
in 45 - 60 seconds.  

(c) Testing a valve at full power might result in high steam 
flow in the other three lines. It is therefore necessary 

to reduce reactor power to S 70% of rates power prior to 
testing.  

8) MSIV Control Logic (for MSIV 203 -1A) - Does not Apply to 
Brown's Ferry 

a) ;Normal operation (valve open) 

(1) GRI osolation contacts closed.  

(2) IIlA & 112A relays energized and sealed in.  

(3) Control relay CRIA de-energized.  

(-L) Control switch in auto-open position (contacts closed).  

(5) 120V AC & 125V DC solenoids energized.  

(') Air supplied to air operator to cper M57S7.  

L) Close operation 

(0) Control switch contacts open.  

(2) De-enercized 120V r A 12A5V C solenoids.  

I Air s-p.i-.• zo air c:erator to close "'.  

c) -esz operation 

(1) if the M1SiV is full open, momentarily depressing 
test pushbutton enercizes CRLA and the test valve 
so erc;i .
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(2) CRlA provides the following functions: 

(a) seals itself and t-he test valve solenoid 
throuah LSIA.  

(b) de-energizes 120V AC solenoid.  
(c) de-energizes 125V DC solenoid.  

(3) When the MSIV reaches the 90% open position, LSIA 
opens.  

(a) This de-energizes CRIA and the circuit returns 
to a normal configuration with the MSIV open.  

.(4) Holding the test pushbutton down continuously acts 
as a bypass of LSIA and the MSIV will slowly close.  

d) GR I Isolation 

(1) Arranged in a one-out-of-two twice logic, the 106 

acontacts open on Group I isolation and cause: 

(a) 112A & IlIA relays to de-energize, sealing in 
isolation.  

(b) 120V AC and 125V DC solenoids to de-energize.  

(c) Test valve solenoid to de-energize (if energized) 

(d) Air supplied to operator to close valve (along 
with spring pressure in 3 - 5 seconds.  

(e) To reset af:er GR I isolation has cleared, turn the 
main Steam isolation reset sw.,itch zo ener-ize 
octh intoard and outboard valves.  

(f) 100A contact closes and picks up zthe 112A re
lay, and allows the 120V AC & 125'V DC solenoids 
to pick up, opening the ýMSIV.  

";N Si"ral which cause au-:cma:i: clos.=re of "SV's are: 

Ej Low-low reac:or water level (4901) (Tech Spec 49••1 

b) Main steam line high radiation (3 x normal 103. radiation 
level) 

-e.- nr. -c. . 2 , , -- . .



d) High steam flow in any main steam line (140%) (Tech Spec 

I•0•).  

' Low -pressure equalizinc header pressure osi) _ • ...... • ... u_ '825 

(1) bypassed in all modes except run.  

f) Manual 

10) Reasons for isolation signals: 

a) 490" reactor water level 

(1) Low enough to prevent spurious initiation.  

(2) High enough to initiate isolation (and ECCS) so 
that: 

(a) .no melting of the fuel cladding occurs.  
(b) post accident cooling may be accomplished 

and the guidelines are not violated.  

N:ote: IOCFR1O0 cuidelines define an exclusion area 
so that any individual on the site boundary 
for 2 hours immediately following the onset of 
fission product release would not receive a 
total radiation dose of greater than 25 Rem 
whole body or 300 Rem to the thyroid.  

b) 3 x normal high radiation 

(1) de-ec: gross fue! failures 

(2 prevent exceeding "OCFI100 Cuid~rines 

c) 200,F steam tunnel higrh temperature 

(I) detect small (15 9pm) steam leaks in steam tunnel.  

pro) prvi.e backu- hirh szeam fcw isoIaticn on a arce 

breaks outside ccntainment.  

prevent exceedin- 10 CFRIOG cuideiines.  

d) lAOI steam flow 
-. . -- - - _c -=., 

.,, r, .r unc-icr.::r .' ah . ; s- i - r- -, 

s---an isclatiorn . C-Oe5, lEi- tne -ass 

invent-cry lo-ss s-jcn -a-:
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(a) fuel is not uncovered.  
(b) fuel temperatures remain less than 1000 F 

(c)- IOCFR1O0 guidelines are not exceeded.  

e) . steam line pressure with mode switch in Run 

(1) protects against a failure of a pressure regulator 

which would cause the control and/or bypass valves to 
open.  

(a) limits inventory loss so fuel is not uncovered 
(b) peak clad temper.atures are much less than 15000 F.  

(c) There will be no fission products available for 

release other than those in the reactor coolant, 

therefore 10 CFR100 guidelines will not be ex
ceeded.  

(2) Prevents rapid depressurization and subsequent cool down 

of the reactor vessel at rates exceeding the design rate 

of change at vessel temperature.  

7. Steam Line Drains 

a. A drain line is provided at the low point of each main steam line 

as follows: 

1) upstream of the inboard isolation valves.  

2) downstream of the outboard isolation valves.  

b. Line Draining 

;) A combined ;0 valves (25 valve) is Frovided for the above 

sea- drain lines for rapid draining of -he steam lines if 

flooded.  

2) Drains go to the main condenser.  

3) !hen plant is o;era:ir,;, crain path is throug; crie,:es to 

tne condenser.  

4) Each downstream drain line has an isolation valve so that if 

an individual line has to be isolated at power, its drain 

valve can be opened.  

a) Prevents t :e isclated line -rcon filling uo -nith con

-- -as -- -ni-'- S- -- 0
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c. Drain valves also have equalizing function.  

1) Recovery from main steam isolation 

a) check common drain line to condenser closed (58 valve) 

b) open outboard isolation valves.  

c) open drain valve 457 

d) open drain valve #56 

e) open drain valve #55 to pressurize the main steam piping 
and equalize around the inboard isolation valves.  

Sf) open inboard isolation valves when pressures equalize 

(within 100 psid).  

g) open drain valve #58 

"Note: Turbine drain lines will be covered in turbine lesson plan.  
N',ote6: NPCI, RCiC drain lines will be covered in their respective 

lesson plans.  

8. HPCI Steam-Line 

a. 1'" line off the "B" main steam line 
b. Supplies steam to the HPCI turbine 

9. RCIC Steam Line 

a. 3" line off the "C" main szeam line 

c. Supplies steam to the RC:C :urbine 

!l. Pressure Equalizing Header 

a. Smaller pressure transients experienced when testinc gSi's and 

-- rbine s:c- aEnt con.roi valves.  

I'. Bypass valves 

a. valves with _2: relief capacity (total) 

I) Discharge into the main condenser via pressure reducing orifices.  

a. St=ean jet air e=ect:rs
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1) Ist and 2nd stage SJAE Supply 200 psig 

2) 3rd stage SJAE Supply 200 psig 

b. ECHAR off-gas pre-heater 

1) 250 psig steam supply for pre-heater 

c. Gland seal steam 

1) Pressure control valve supplies 3.50 turbine shaft sealing 
steam.  

d. Turbine driven Reactor feedwater pumps 

1) 6" Supply line 

2) Supplies high pressure steam for Reactor Feedwater 
pump turbines, A, B, & C 

13. Turbine Stop Valves & Control Valves 

a. Covered in Turbine & Electro Hydraulic Control Lesson Plans 

F. IMSTRUMENTATION 

1. Control Room Indications 

Instrument Type Range 

Steam line flow 4 indicators 0 - 4 x 106 16/ 

Total steam flow recorder 0 - 16 x !06 16 

Turbine throttle pressure 1 indicator 0 - 1200-' 

*Safety & relief valve multipoint 0 - 6000 F 

temperatures recorder 

Main• SZ•ET line 1 meter 0 - 106 mrihr 
radiation 1 recorder (6 decade log 

0 
-Steam tunnel temnerature recorder 0 - 600 F

*Lccated on back panels

hr 

Ohr

scal•)
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2. Local Indications 

a. Turbine building

Instrument 

Main steam header 
pressure

EHC pressure

Type 
gages

transmitters

3. Significant Interlocks, Trips and Alarms

Item

Safety &,relief valve 
high temperature alarm 

Main steam line high flow

Main steam 
radiation

line high

;.oni tor

;.~-90-1 36 
RI-90-1 37 
RM-90-1 38 
PI-Ir-129 

",air. se. low pressure 

![-i- stea- isolation

Setpoint 

1500 F

140% of rated 
steam line flow 

Alarm 1-1/2 x 
normal trip 3x 
normal (;formal 
average reading 
100f power)

Al arm

637 Mr/hr 
-637 1Mr/hr 

'637 ,,r/Hr 
* 537 M1r/Hr 

Alarm & Trip 

901! open 

<'-:.Z and -cze 
switch not in 
Run.)

Function

Indicates possible leak
age past valve. Verifies 
valve open.  

Initiates Group I isolation 
Indicates possible break 
outside containment.

Alarm alerts operator of 
possible fuel damage. Trip 
initiates 1) Group 1 isolation 
2) Secures .echanical vacuum 

pump and valving 
3) Isolates Condenser air tray 
4) Closes off-gas system stack 

isolation valve

Trim

-1275 Mr/hr 
1020 

2705 
1275 

Tf mode switch is run 
initiates Grcup i isola
tion. Prote::s aa-rinst raPie 
cooldow.n due to failure of 
pressure regulator.  

Scram reactor on certain 

closure.

Ranoe 

6 - 1200o 

0 - 1200#

is
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Instrument Type angae 

Steam tunnel high Alarm 1500F Alarm alerts operator to 
zen erat, re Trip 19"°F possible steam leak in 

tunnel. Trip initiates 
Group I isolation, indi
cates steam leak in 
tunnel outside of contain
ment.  

G. OPERATIONAL SUMMARY 

1. Normal Operation 

a. All MSIVI's open.  

b. All safety, relief and safety/relief valves closed.  

c. All drain valves closed except 57 and 59 valves 

1) provides continuous low point drain path 

d. Bypass valves closed.  

2. Operation with Isolation Valves Closed 

a. Closure of one main steam line will never cause a scram.  

b. Closure of 2 main steam lines may cause a half-scram 

c. Closure of 3 or more steam lines will always cause a scram.  

d. Reference to Reactor Protective System Lesson Plan.  

Note: Scram occurs due to isolation valve closure if reactor pressure 
is 1055# or if mode switch is in Run.  

3.Grou: i "sol aio n 

a. t.:cn receiot of a Group i isolation signal, these valves will 
aj:oma-icaily close: 

1' all RS!V's 

2j --E & =56 main steam drain valves 
2) Reactor water sam'.,e line 

.2 -'•i• resJlzinc fre n'.-..' clcsure 
: an :1 •,.= :51. --. ,, an-= : ,7- close (foil . ",S- osi-i -n.  

closed or open.
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a. Relief valves may sometimes be used to control pressure when isolated.  

a. O:erator should alternate relief valves every 5 minutes.  

,; .,ra:er In suppression pool may overheat locally.  

a) Could damage the coating on the inner surface of the 
suppression pool.  

b) Could release free steam to the torus.  

5. Do not allow steam lines to become flooded when Reactor is hot due to 

possible lifting of safety valves and relief valves.  

H. RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER SYSTEMS 

1. Main steam system is part of primary containment.  

2. Steam flow signal provided to: 

.a. Reactor level control system.  

b. Primary containment isolation logic.  

S3. Limit switc~hes on 1SIV's provide position input to the Reactor Protective 

System.  

_1. Main steam radia-ion monitor provides signal to: 

a. Primary containment isolation logic.  

b. PReac-or protective system.  

c. C ff-cas isolation logic.  

Press-re equalizing header is source for turbine EHC system pressure 

sicnal.  

-.a'ar:e of p, ant steam supplies: 

. f-c-as ystem 

; is-t and 2nd stace SJAE 

2; 3rd stage SJAE 

.-.- ,, etoreeahet=-rer 

-. •ine ýriven Reactor -f=ec"...ae ,•um,,s.
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c. Gland seal steam 

d. MPCI turbine 

e. RCiC turbine 

7. Safety-relief Valves 

a. Part of the Emergency Core Cooling System (6 S/RV part of ADS) 

1) Required to reduce pressure to permit low pressure systems to 

inject into the vessel.  

8. Bypass steam to condenser 

9. Air Supplies 

a. Drywell control air supplies the inboard SMIV's and the Target 
Rock Safety & Relief valves.  

b. Control air system supplies the outboard MSIV's 
RPS bus supplies 120V AC solenoid valves for MSIV's.  
250V DC battery supplies 250V DC solenoid valves for MSIV's.  

"TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

1. MSIV closure scram shall be -IM! valve closure from full open.  

a. This scram anticipates the pressure and flux transients which 
occur when the valves close.  

b. Automatically bypassed if i055;4 steam line pressure and mode switch 

not in Run.  

i) Plant is stable if 3055= with -¶S!V's closed.  

2. -Main steam low pressure initiation of Group I isolation shall be 

a25::.  

- the oressure reculator fails in a manner which causes rapid 

cepressurization, excessive cool dz'irn rates may be enccuntered.  

b. Automatically bypassed in any mode switch position except R.un.  

1) Allows plant to heat up and pressurize.  

Ei n St-E- line hich radia:i:n set:oint shall e -i-3 x nor-a! 

. :ni-ia:es Grouo I i-sclazicn.  

b. Scrams reactor (direct scram).
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c. Alarm shall be 1-1/2 x normal.  

d. Normal is background radiation level at rated power.  

e. "solates off-gas system 

4. High flow main steam isolation shall be 140% of rated steam flow 

for that line.  

.a. Isolates a break outside containment and limits radioactive release 

to the environs.  

b. Conserves reactor coolant inventory.  

c. Prevents excessive P across core internals.  

5. Steam tunnel high temperature isolation shall be 2000 F.  

a. Isolates small break outside containment before it becomes a large 
one.  

"b. .Acis as back-up to i-0.' steam flow isolation.  

6. Reactor Low-low water level trip setpoint is 129.7" above the top of 

the active fuel. (-38" on instrument) 

a. Isolates main steam isolation valves to conserve inventory.  

7. Maximum allowable reactor coolant system pressure with irradiated fuel 

in the vessel is 1250e - 101! transient overpressure.  

a. 1250-:. + 125= = 1375= 

b. Highest pressure in vessel is in ztto-, head region.  

c. Pressure is sensed in steam dome region.  

d. The recirculation system piping's tr-Ansient pressure li.it is in 

Cxcess of 1375 psig.  

For further information consult R"S =nd ?C1S Lesson plar.s.  

. a---v Valve Sezpoints 

a. Safety valves - 2 valves 9l,250 psig 

"- " ,. . • • 

"33 ,al"es ? 105 :,SZ 
:~~~~ j vvs.-,15 )s I 

3; 3Valves 3 1,125 :Sic
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c. Bases 

1) The total safety/relief valve capacity has been established 

to meet the overpressure protection criteria of the ASME 
Code.  

2) The distribution of the required capacity between safety/ 

relief valves and safety valves has been set so that the safety 

relief valves will prevent opening of the safety valves during 

normal plant isolations and load rejections.  

9. When more than one valve, safety or safety/relief, is known to be 

failed, an orderly shutdown shall be initiated and the reactor 

depressurized to less than 105 psig within 24 hours.  

10. At least one safety valve and approximately one-half of all safety/ 

relief valves shall be bench-checked or replaced with a bench

checked valve each operating cycle. All 13 valves (2 safety and 

11 safety/relief) will have been checked or replaced upon the com

pletion of every second cycle.  

11. Once during each operating cycle, each relief valve shall be 

manually opened until thermocouples downstream of the valve indicate 

steam is flowing from the valve.  

12. The integrity of the relief/safety valve bellows shall be con

tinuously monitored.  

13. At least one 'relief valve shall be disassembled and insoected each 

operating cycle.  

1L. Five of the six valves of the Automatic Depressurization System 

shall ne operable: 

a) pricr to a startup from a cold condition or, 

b) -!henever there is irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel and 

the reactor vessel oressure is greater than 105 psic, exce-,t as 

snecified in requirements 15 and 1E., 

I. Tf -v.O ADS valves are known to be inc"paDe of autc"at -C.eratin•o 

the reactor may remain in operation for a period not to exceed 30 

days, provided the HPCi system is operabie.  

16. If more than two ADS valves are known to be incapable of automatic 

overation, the reactor may remain in operation for a period not to 

7 r. h•'a . e H.. : CC S C 

1 . f ir e 7ir enzs-15 ar., 16 cannc t L•e e E n r.er sn ;, C .-E 

ini-iated and the react-or vessel pressure sh.l, be red,. ce t 

osig or less within 2L hours.
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D. BRIEF DESCRIPTI•N 

1. Purpcse: 

To c:rvert thermodynamic energy of the reactor szeam into mechanical 

enervy :o drive the main generator.  

2. Sasi Descorption (Fi-ure. 1' 

a. cmne high pressure (HP) section 

b. -hree low pressure (LP) sections identified consecutively as A., 

3, and C from the HP seczion to the generator.  

c. icrn rsm
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d. Tandem-compound, Six-flow 

I) Tandem-compound means that each section is aliened on the 

same shaft and'zhat stea.m !eaves the HIP section before ex

pansion is complete and then goes through one or more LP 
sections.  

2) Six-flow means that the steam enters at the middle of the 

LP turbines and flows in both directions.  

e. Ion-reheat; steam is not reheated before returning to LP turbines.  

f. Last stage buckets in the low pressure turbine are 43" 

g. Approximate steam conditions: 

1) 950 psig throttle pressure at 

2) 13.37 x 106 lb./hr. steam flow with 

-3) 0.281: moisture against a maximum 

L) Back oressure of 2" Ho absolute in the main condenser.  

3. Steam Flow Path 

a. From four imain steam lines (2!") to 

b. Turbine Throttle (2a") 

c. 'E" lines to byoass valves fro. throttle (9 valves 2E"' design 

capacity) 

d. - " lines to 

1) Off-Gas Preheaters 

"7 --ea tcr Peed Dump - jr-•ne -i-h Pressure Steam "hrott-es 

Seal Steam 7eGulators 

-) Steam let Air Ejector .ecuiators 

e. Thrcugh main stop valves to 

-s s' s- -•c. JA,.. •S -
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g. Through the contVl valves 

h. Through the high pressure turbine 

i. Exhausts to the moisture separators (6) 

1) Extraction steam from B1 and C1 crossover lines supply reactor 

feed pump turbine low pressure steam throttles (250 - 275 psig 
setpoint).  

j. Dried steam is admitted to the low pressure turbine through six 

combined intermediate valves (CIV's).  

k. Low pressure turbine exhausts to the main condenser.  

1. Extraction steam is drawn from various low pressure stages for 

feedwater heaters.  

4. Other Tandem Mounted Components 

a. Generator, a four pol, 1,280 !IVA at .9 power faczor, hydrogen 

cooled with liquid stator coolant.  

b. Exciter, a four pole, 2635 KUI, air cooled, 0.97 power factor, 

60 cps, wye conniected, alter ev (alternator) excitation system.  

5. Other Components 

a. Low pressure relief valves 

1) Set at 250 - 275 psig 

2) Protect :he L? turbine casing if the main stop and ccntrol valves 

remain open and the CIV stop valves slam shu-.  

b. Bearings 

1) TIIeive spherical seat- journal bearings 

2) A taoered-land thrust bearing mounted at the fixed middle 

standard.  

Z. z,?,PONENJT DE3CRIPTIONr 

1. Turbine Stoo Vailves (Figure 2) 

S° ."•n - °
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b. Purpose: 

These are emergency valves and function to :rotect the turtine 

from fault conditions such as overspeed which could be caused 
by 

1) Failure of the control valves or, 

2) Generator trip.  

c. Construction 

1) All four stop valves are welded together at the below-seat 

equalizer and thus have interconnected flow paths.  

2) Each valve is controlled by an operator at the bottom of the 

valve via the Electro Hydraulic Control System (EHC).  

3) Hydraulically operated open and clcsed, spring loaded closed.  

4 ) Valve Number 2: (Figure 3) 

a) Has an internally mounted pilot valve used for admitting 

steam to warm the steam chest.  

b) Also used to equalize the pressure across the stop valves 

orior to opening as tne valves are designed to open only 

if the L.P across them is <130 psig (=13% of rated steam, 
pressure).  

2. Turbine Control alaves (Figure 4) 

a. uantity is L.  

b. Purpose: 

;; To reaulate the steam to the turbine within the cama'il'tv of 

the reacocr to sj;pv seam tCrie•,, on-rciiir, reactor :ressjre.  

£" Aisc Drovides -ne control for rollirn, syncnronizinc and 

loading of the machine.  

c. Construcoionf: 

1 Valv;es are weldced directly to t~eir res;ective st; ,'7ives 

•al*; via the E-rc sm •y .
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3) Hydraulicially operated open and closed, spring loaded closed.  

.) Balanced with internal poopet and balance chamber.  

a) When steam is admitted to the steam chest some passes 

between the valve and valve skirt to pressurize the 
balance chamber.  

b) During valve operation the internal pilot (poppet) valve 
moves less than 20 mils.  

i. Steam is bled-past the stem and out the pilot valve 

seat to the outlet reducing balance chamber pressure.  

ii. The valve then opens against less back pressure.  

3. Combined Intermediate Valves (CIV's) (Figure 5) 

a. Quantity is six (6)'.  

b. .Purocse: 

1) To protect the turbine from overspeeding during a generator 

trip or load reject (Load dump).  

2) The overspeed might occur even if the stop and control valves 

close due to flashing of t1e moisture, in the moisture sepa

rators, to steam when the pressure drops within the turbine, 

oiping and moiszure separators due to the vacuum in the con
denser.  

c. Construction 

i ) Two valves in one: 
a) Intercept valve 

t' Stoc valve 

2� :ntercept Valve 

A-) Balanced sieeve type 

i. Steam pressure is equalized across the valve, by holes 

throuch the mid-valve plate, balancina the valve.  

Si. •.e~ve - a n .: a C/. .", - r
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b) Variable position valve that regulates turbine speed 
during overspeed conditions.  

i. Slow increase in speed.  

aa. Remains full open until -1051 overspeed.  

bb. Ramps closed and is full closed at-107$ overspeed.  

cc. Begins to re-open at -102% overspeed, decreasing.  

ii. Fast increase in ipeed.  

aa. Begins to ramp closed 102% overspeed.  

bb. Begins to re-open at-'lO2%overspeed, decreasing.  

c) Normally full open valves.  

i. Ramp open when turbine speed is selected.  

ii. Valves Al, Bl, and Cl open first.  

iii. Valves A2, B2, and C2 begin to open when valves Al, 1BI 
and'Cl just reach the open position and valves A2, B2, 
and C2 will close smoothly when valve Al, B1, and Cl 
close below half stroke.  

3) Stop Valves 

a) Unbalanced Disc - Ecual pressure across the ',alve is noz 
required as the valve is ei-her full open or full shut.  

b) Closes on a turbine trip.  

c) Strictly an emergency valve.  

11 Each valve is controlled by an on-erator a- tottor o' :he 

val ye.  

-} Hydraulically operated open and closed, spring loaded closed.  

4. Associated Valve Equipment 

2=ke Strair•ers 

_ ur:ose is to oreven: -inie:ion o- foreign _ a-erIal -. rcj:; 

.alves to -urbine.  

re-o;ed fo,,owir.: ;-.--al z'Jr•_I:e ::r S-' 2 .
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"11 Usually available for re-installation following maintenance.  

b. Valve Linkage 

1) On all valves except bypasses.  

2) Purpose is to provide valve control as valve parts are differ

entially expanding and contracting during heatup or cooldown.  

5. Turbine Inlet Relief Valves (Low Pressure Relief Valves) 

a. Quantity is 6.  

b. Purpose: 

Protect the turbine low pressure piping and moisture separators 

from overpressure which would occur if the CIV's failed in the 

closed direction with steam still being supplied to the high 

pressure turbine.  

c. *Pressure setpoint is 250 - 275 psig.  

d. Discharge of the valves is piped to the main condenser.  

6. Extraction Non-Return Valves (Figure 6) 

a. rantity: (9) 

One on each extraction steam line from the LP turbine section to 

zhe 1, 2, and 3 feedwater heaters in each string (A, B, and C) 

b. :yr~ose: 

To protect the turbine from overspeed which might occur when the 

zuroine is trip-ed and subsequent lowering of oressure in the 

-urine and hW:aers (due to vacuum in the condenser) results in 

fasnine of the moisture in the heaters to s-eam and passage of 

:=is szeam back inWo tSe turbine, thrcogh the bla-ing and Cn to 

:ne condenser (forE ir. fee;:ater system L?).  

c. S:nstruction 

1) Ordinary check valve 

S'Ai zyline- on th-e Ysc kCse=M i~cV tst U: Out C? ths "!Q-!! 
_ "-!r .... . . .. " ..  

:a: usr-ra nc:z--. •z 040 relzac :: : 

". A!hen turbine.trios, air is bled off from Whe air cylinder 

-alowin; e disc to fall:artiaill crcwn into the flow path.  

:f r....5 E s ':a fl.:cw Cccur" She di: slams sn-.
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7. Bypass Valves (Figures 7 and 8) 

a. ý,uantitj is 9.  

b. Bypass capacity is 25% by design.  

c. Purpose: 

1) To permit establishing a flow of steam to the condenser in 

preparation for rolling and loading the machine.  

2) Also handles excess steam while unloading the machine or 

duri.ng a turbine trip (a't low power).  

3) Used for passing steam to the condenser on a reactor cool

down for decay heat removal.  

d. Construction 

l) Physically located above the turbine throttle. (Figure 9) 

a) Numbers refer to opening sequence.  

b) Discharge is to condenser through pressure reducing 
orifices.  

c) All bypass valve inlets are welded zogezher forming a 
header.  

2) Valve Assembly (Figure 8) 

a) aal-,es -re operated sequer.tiai!y -y EHC oil pressure.  

b) Flow path is from inlet header to main condenser: 

Turbine Valve Lineups: 

See Ta-ie I.  

-. Hich Pressure Turbine Section (Figure 9) 

a. Sonsists cf: 

i) Front Standard (1) 

"-j Stear. inet - ( "urtine - i"s"
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4) Exhaust to moisture separator (17, 18, and 19) 

5) Journal bearings (2 &,lO) 

6) Thrust bearing (12) 

7) Thrust bearing wear detector (11) 

8) Coupling to LP (15) 

b. Steam is admitted to the turbine admission bowl through four lines 

at equal circumferential -intervals at the center of the turbine.  

This. is called full arc admission.  

c. Each end has six stages.  

d. Each stage has moisture removal by annuli at blade tips. Drains 

internally to last stage.  

•e. A journal bearing at each end of the HP section provides the only 

-vertical support for the rotor. Mformal bearing oil temperature is 

1500 - 160 0 F.  

f. Steam exhausts to the moisture separators 192 psig and 14.s' moisture 

goes to six moisture separators.  

10. Thrust Bearing 

a. Located between journal bearings 2 & 3 between the HP and first LP 

turbine (A). (Middle standard) 

b. =uroose: 

To prevent any axial motion of the turbine and generator rotor in 

order to mainzain proper' clearances bet-..ieen rotating blades and 

stationary diaphragms.  

c. :xiai thrus- can occur, for example, due to imbalanced steam ex
-raction.  

d. A thrust bearing wear detector locate, on the bearing %.,ill detect 

excessive thrust bearina wear (1-.025") in either direction and 

wiill trip the turbine. (Operation covered in G.A.a:) 

e. 3-earing oil at 25 osi is fed into the thrust bearing by seoarate 

. .s - orr . :-, e ra-•a rise BI.c., - t1 e-cee-
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Each thrust plate contains two thermocouples embedded in the plate 
backing metal. These thermocouples serve as an additional tempera
ture indicating device for the bearing.  

Normal temperatures 140 - 175°F 
125 - 150OF (Unloaded plate) 

High temperature alarm 180OF 
Maximum operating 190OF 

11. Front Standard 

a. Located on the end of the high pressure turbine.  

b. Purpose: 

To house various turbine control components such as: 

1) Hydraulic trip system 

2) Auxiliary control rotor gears assembly 

3) Mechanical trip and reset device 

-1) Oil trip and reset valve 

5) Overspeed trip device 

6) Eleczronic low speed switch 

7) Speed sensin-g head 

E' t'ain oil pump 

9) Torque shaft, levers 

10" Shell expansion deteczors 

.) -ifferential exoansion detectors 

12) Oil caces and valves 

13) Shaft Groundinc Device--This device consis-s of a sprinn-loaded 

flood lubricated shoe witn silver ribbon inserts. These spring 

loaded shoes run on the turoine stub shaft extension, on the 

front _tandard. The oil film is thin enough so -hat an adecuae 
- °- -. 

.'c'~~~~~~~~~--- ------------r.ccd ,':---,•_zT C'"• ---. ,-----_-£ r -- - - --.'- r ._ 

.coronen:s wili be discussec i detail with h-e -•C Sstem.
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12. Moisture Separator 

a. -here are six units.  

b. Purpose: 

To remove moisture from the steam before entry to the low pressure 

turbine.  

c. Moisture Removal Section 

1) Peerless type moisture removal sections.  

2) "Fish hooks" remove moisture which is piped to the moisture 

separator drain tank. (Same principle as for reactor vessel 
steam drier assembly.) 

3) Dry steam passes to the low pressure turbine.  

13. -Low Dressure Turbine Sections C (Figure 10) 

a. Consists of: 

1) Journal bearings (20, 28) 

2') Eight stagis (7 through WL) 

3) Atmospheric relief diaphragms 

M) Moisture removal annuli (30) 

- -otcr coupling (27) 

b. -here are three LP sections.  

c. 'nits are designated A, B, and C starting from the HP end. Each 

section has eight stages (7 :O.rsugn lz). Last stage Wiading is 

d. SOeM- is av.it-e- ZO each LP :-•rire in two lines throu-h te 

e. Exnaust is to the individual sec-ions of the main condenser.  

V rYer casing heods the stazicra.ry diaohrags.  

1: Vannels sMan :0 W~E ccrn:erser ard provices a neans Hsealing 

-. e ' zcr _-ha7-.  

-" " ...... c.ensr ressure-
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h. Moisture Removal 

.) Each stage has a moisture removal annu'-s.  

2) The collected moisture drains to the feedwater heaters at 

designated points.  

i. Overpressure Protection 

1) Each of the outer casings- has two azmospheric relief diaphragms.  

2) Purpose: 

To protect the exhaust heed and main condenser from overpressure 

which, for example, would occur if condenser vacuum was lost and 

steam continued to be sent to the turbine.  

3) Consists of a copper-silver alloy sheet.  

•) Under normal conditions with the condenser at vacuum, the dia

phragm is dished inward.  

5" On overpressure of 5 osid from within the exhaust, the diaphragm 

is forced outward against a cutting knife thereby opening the 

relief diap'hragm permitting exhaust of up to rated steam flow.  

1-1. Turning Gear 

a. Located between the last LP turbine (C) and the generator.  

b. 'urpose: 

7o sI-c-,i ro-ate the reac-or a: 3 to E r=m -. en machine is shu-dcwn 

:o orevent rotor bowing.  

c. Description: 

2, :•. A: -,otor d-ivir: a ::in-n :-ear that meshes :i-b -he 

.ur:,ine shaft tu I ear.  

d. E-gce.Enz - Disencacement 

i) Automatically engages on coast down when machine reacnes 0 rpm 

by operating a solenoid air valve which oorts air to an air 

"Ca ".e, -z•.':] ' enca•--' '-a cze-:•i2- "f -.-e sam,, sz'.rc: 3 

E bC Ve.  

:=n be i en2a-4/ l~ via so'enoiý direct.ly ccnected 

aen be - lar.-aly ,. . . .  
th~e ,ana: ,ever.
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4) Can be manually engaged locally with a wrerch on the squared 

end of the external projection of the torque shaft engaging.  
.mechani sm.  

5) Automatically disengages upon rolling of turbine.  

e. Interlocked to prevent operations unless bearing oil header pressure 

is>lO psig.  

f. Receives constant lubrication from the bearing oil header at 4 gpm 

through a restricting orifice when header is pressurized.  

15. Control -Room Instrumentation 

a. Item Device Rance 

a. Turbine Throttle Pressure (2) Indicator 0 - 1500 psig 

b. Steam Chest Pressure indicator 0 - 1500 psig 

c. Turbine Speed Indicator 0 - 2500 rpm 

d. Turbine Speed/Valve Position Recorder 0 - 5000 

I) Red Pen Turbine Speed/Control 
Valve Opening 0 

2) Slack Pen Bypass Valve Opening 0 - 1300" 

e. ':alve Position Indicators 0 - Ioo:t 

"2 One fcr Each StoC, Control 
in" -:e=ia-e Stop, internediaze 

.Control, and Bypass Valve 

f. ,,:rbine Lbration; Eccentricity Recorder 0 - 15 mils 

S-bi ne T=-:er-ature, Di fferenti-1 
'Ccr. Rcor-er 

I) Shell Expansion Pt - 1 0 

2) Differential Expansion Pt - 2 0 - 0.5" 

7nsror n 

T- : T:•- . : _-,e-. i•.•. - -_ - - - -
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.. TURBINE .aUXTLIARY SYSTEVIS 

1. Exhaust Oood Spray System 

a. Purpose 

During machine startup or at low loads, steam flow to the last few 

stages of the low pressure section is so low that: 

1) Little cooling of the blading is provided by the steam and 

2) The blades in the last 1 - 2 sections are actually pumpi.ng 

the steam through the machine (not designed as pumps).  

This result in significant heating of the last stage blading and 

inner casing.  

Some cooling must be provided in order to prevent distortion of 

radial and axial shaft to casing clearances.  

Problem is worsened if have sionificant non-condensables in steam.  

b. Brief Description 

System consists of: 

I) Temoerature sensors in the A & C low pressure hoods to detect 

hich temperature conditions. The highest reading detector con

trols the automatic spray system.  

2) An air ooerated, temperature controlled automatic .. : spray 

val Je that controls the flow of derniner3iized water from the 
cn , ,,-s••- tC s,-=,... "loaxi-um flow is i'- cpm at 100 ;sig with 

no load on the turbine.  

3) A mozor operated bypass valve is provided for bypassing the 

auzc-.,atic spray valve in the evenz of its failure.  

C 1 IT 1 3 

no not use bypass valve if exhaust hood temperature is -i r 

and turbine-generator is "eaded.  

L) Spray nozzles that spray down into the turbine exhaust hood, 

,c the I =dinc or casin'. aný thus Irovide indirect c .oonl: 

,rurert air is used z-o.r syszem control
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c. Control Room Instrumentation 

iter, Tevice Rance 

Exhaust Hood Temperature (3) Indicators 0 - 3000F.  

d. Significant Interlocks 

1) Automatic Temperature Control Valve 

a) Begins to open at.1200 F.  

.•b) Is full open at 2000F.  

2) Alarms in Control Room at 1750F.  

3) Turbine is tripped at 2250F.  

2. Turbine Lube Oil System (Figure 11) 

a. 'Purpose 

To supply oil to the followinc: 

1) Turbine and generator bearings 

2) Thrust bearing and thrust bearing wear detector 

3) Overspeed trip reset 

:) Oil to test the mechanical overspeed trip device 

5' Turning gear 

b. Brief Description (Figure 11) 

Consists of the following components: 

a) 'ain lube oil tank 

2) ",ain shaft oil pumpL (rSOP) 

3) Oil driven booster pump 

n .rn: ceAr oi -m T*: 
-, -c s .31.ic p ui,, (S 

4" -_-ercency _earing oil pumr E• 

7, searing lift ;ups
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3) Oil coolers 
""apor extractor 

10) Oil purifier and purifier pump 

11) Clean and dirty lube oil storage tanks and transfer pumps 

c. Flow Path 

1) Prior to Rolling Turbine 

a) Turning gear is engaged and turning.  

b) TGOP is providing lube oil to bearings at'-"40 psig at the 
tank.  

c) Lift pumps are providing high pressure lifting oil at 
bottom of bearings.  

d) Motor suction pump is running providing'4 20 psig at MSOP 
bearing lubrication.  

2) When Turbine is on Line (At speed) 

a) MS.OP provides oil at 225 psig to booster bypass and 
baffler valves.  

b) Booster baffler reduces the oil pressure to the oil driven 
turbine of the booster pump to.-l15 psig.  

) Oil exiting the turla-ine enrý of the Durp coes to :ýe coolers 
.hen on to the bearing heacer-'-40 psig at the tank.  

d) Raw cooling water to the oil coolers is :hermocouple con
trolled to maintain oil tem.nerature at 1000 F. ou: of the 
coo ir.  

e) Oi1 from the boos-er punp sup1,ies oil -o the suc:'cn ., 
the MS'OP at-20 Dsig.  

f) otor suczion pump, turn.ing :ear cii punp, emergency :earing 

oil pump and lift pumps are off.  

' ,ri-• urti ,,_ "o a 2-c., -- 7:7; :.i. -Lrt '- -r".  

"-. ' 'I aUtOIati.-ii/ - : ] - : cae : -:.z:;or.  

-o raintain suction pressure to "K0? to prevent :ara:=.  

:1 TGOP w.!l autoratica-l/ st-ar: a--: l ' : -arinc ::" he-ad 
-res__'re to -reven- 5earir ,:a.aC.
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d. Component Description 

1) gain Lube Oil Tank Capacityi 

a) Operating Level 11,450 gallons 

b) Backflow to tank when shut down 3,500 gallons 

c) Total System capacity 14,950 gallons 

2) M~ain Shaft Oil Pump (MSOP) 

a) Purpose: 

In conjunction with the turbine driven booster pump, 
satisfy all lube oil requirements while the machine is 
at speed without reliance upon electrical power.  

b) Located in the front standard.  

c) Double suction, single stage, centrifugal pump driven at 

1800 rpm by the main turbine shaft.  

d) Provides adequate oil pressure and flow sufficient to 

meet lubrication requirements when at 90'. of rated speed.  

e) Discharge pressure is,-225 psig to the booster pump.  

2) Oil Driven Booster Pumo and Baffler Valves 

a) Purpose: 

in conjunction with :ne X.501P, provide complete oil supply 
•,.ihouz relianc- upon eaectricai power when the machine 

is on the line.  

l) Pump has two functional sections: 

7urtine end: 

Drive pump end and also provides low pressure oil to 

the bearing header at 50 psig at tank level.  

2) Pump end: 

~-cvides oil "- u:-'cr :f "- st .2S 

T~e •ocs-er baffier ,,'.'e :rovide-s 'cr prc;er aJus-menl CT 

1ie flow to the bccsrer pu-.p turine.  

- Te •ooster affier •b:ass valve contrcls oil fow to the
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4) Motor Suction Pump (MSP) 

a) Purpose: 

To provide oil to the MSOP, to provide adequate suction 

pressure, whenever the turbine is at<90% of rated speed.  

b) Description: 

A 60 Hp. AC motor driven centrifugal pump having a discharge 

pressure of-'40 psig.  

c0 Power Supply: 

480V AC Unit Board lB. A bus not normally supplied by the 

diesel generator.  

d) Starting: Auto if Main shaft oil pump suction pressure 

<10 psig.  

5) Turning Gear Oil Pumo (TGOP) 

a) Purpose: 

To provide oil to turbine bearings and lift pumps when 

machine is not at speed.  

b) Description: 

A 60 Hp- AC motor driven centrifugal pump having a discharge 
pressure of--40 psig.  

c) Power Supply: 

480V AC Shutdown Board IB. From a bus which can be energized 

by the diesel-generator.  

c Starting: `uzo when pressure at tank<15 psig. c 

5) E-ercer.cv Bearina Oil F:mm (EBOP) 

aj Purpose: 

To provide lube oil to the turbine and generator bearings in 

the event of a loss of all AC power.  

A aO 'J ., 35I.A, DC sincle s-,age cenzrifucal puo:, ith a 

discnarce cressure f,-30 :sig.
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c) Power Supply:, 

From 250V DC Battery Bus 4 normally, alternate 250V DC 

Eattery ous i.  

d) Starting: "Auto if TGOP discharge<l0 psig.  

7) Bearing Lift Puwos 

a) Purpose: 

To provide high pressure oil at the bottom of each bearing 

to physically lift the rotor up off the bearing-'3 - 5 mils 

when the machine is on the turning gear, in order to reduce 

rotor/blade chatter and turning gear torque.  

b) Description: 

Five 10 Hp.*AC motors drive 10 positive displacement pumps 

(one for each turbine bearing).  

c) Power Supply: 

i. Pumps 1-6 from 480V AC RMOV Board 1A.  

ii. Pumps 7-10 from A8OV AC RMOV Board B.  

iii. From a tus which can be energized by the diesel generator.  

d) Suction source for pumps is bearing oil head2.'

e) Startinc: :-,os auto start when turning gear engages and 

star-s 

;.OTE: Operation cf the pumps will not affect rotor performrance 

at speed, and it is recommended that lift pump ooerability be 

checked at least once per month. Generally lift pumps should 

be ocerated any time turbine soeed is 200 rm and at all 

;.*.en the u'i: is on turnina cear. If on turning cear and cne 

or more lift pumps are not available, the unit may be left 

on turning gear as long as there is no shaft chatter, nor 

excessive :urniing gear motor current. if chatter exists ant 

oil tempera:res W are 3-90OF the unit should be taken a--f 

ing gear and rotated 1800 every i-s-minutes.  

E' C "^ ! r s 

; -j.;ose: 

-o -,.irtair t'he lube oil bearing inlet temoeratbre !etween 

0o.-
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b) Description: 

i. Two 100q capacity coolers, each submerged in the oil 

tank.  

ii. Cooled by raw cooling water at 3500 gpm maximum design 

flow on the tube side.  

9) Vapor Extractor 

a) Purpose: 

Removal of saturated air above the oil in the tank promotes 

-evaporation of any water in the oil and reduces moisture 

condensation and accompanying rust in the system.  

b) Description: 

i. A 5 Hp. AC motor driven fan takes suction from top of 

lube oil tank and exhausts to Turbine Building roof 

after passing through an oil mist eliminator.  

ii. Maintains 1/2 to 1-1/2" H2 0 vacuum.  

c) Power .Supply: 

4$OV AV turbine building ventilations board IA 

13) Bulk Lube Oil Storage and Transfer (P&ID M-4i) 

a) Lube Oil Purifier 

i. Purpose: 

To provide continuous cleanup of the 1u'e cil.  

ii. Description: 

&a. One lOO1: systems 

bb. Rotary gear tyoe lube oil pumps and cenzrifuse 

type purifier.  

cc. Capacity 1000 callons per hour 

:-0.sOo :aiicr '10 :, 

ii. Sz.orace 'or i-7edia-:y- avaiIate -- ear. 'ube oil.
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c) Dirty Lube Oil Storage Tank 

i. 30,000 gallon capacity 

ii. Storage for spent oil prior to offsite shipment for.  
reprocessing or for purifying.  

d) Lube Oil Transfer Pump 

i. Purpose: 

To transfer oil fromtankto tank within the lube oil 
system..  

ii. Description: 

aa. Two 5 Hp. AC motor driven pumps 

bb. Dis'charge 100 gpm each 

iii. Power Supply: 

480V AC turbine building ventilation board 1A 

e. Control Room Instrumentation 

Item Device Range 

t) Bearing Oil Header Pressure indicator 0 - 100 psig 

2) Lube Oil Tank Pressure indicator 0 - 100 psia 

.3 Shaf- 3eaiing System 

a. Purpose: 

To provide sealing for the high-and lov; pressure turbine rotors 

-o prevent: 

i, Radioactive steam from entering the Turbine Building, and 

2) ?'on-condensables from entering the condenser.  

b. Brief Description: 

. ':re r- .: .t i s c-:-acz.in a d-. c -r e hi:-r :-r bies.r ar~z -e :-e 
•":res~jre turzine seczions ar, d -'o ~.-FP :."urbine-_"
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c. Components 

1) Steam Seal Regulator Assembly (Figure lA) 

a) Steam seal feed valve, air operated 

b) Steam seal bypass feed valve, motor operated 

c) Steam seal unloading valve, air operated 

d) Steam seal unloading bypass valve, motor operated 

e)' Steam seal supply from main steam header motor operated 

f) Steam seal supply from aux. boiler motor operated 

g) Relief valves (4) 

h) Steam seal header 

2) Gland Seal Condensers (2) (one Shown) 

3) Steam Packing Exhausters (2) 

L) Labyrinth-type Turbine Shaft Packing 

a) Pressure Packing (Figure 12) 

i. Pressure Packing (Figure 12) 

ii. First leak off is to extraction steam line to the HP 

feedwater heaters.  

iii. Seal steam header at A psia.  

aa. Supplied by steam seal feed valve during startup 

and at licht loads.  

br. R1aintainEd at hiah loads oy leak through from HP 

turbine and action cf seal s unloading valve.  

iv. Gland Seal Exhaust Vent 

aa. Held at slight vacuum by gland seal exhauster
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b) Vacuum Packing (Figure 13) 

i. Used on LP turbine only.  

ii. Gland seal from seal steam header to reduce air in
leakage.  

iii. Gland exhaust; vacuum maintained by gland exhauster 
to remove air in-leakage and seal steam leaking back.  

d. Flow Paths (Figure 14) 

l} .Shutdown to 300 psig Reactor Pressure 

a) Steam is supplied to the steam seal feed valve from the 
house auxiliary boiler.  

i. An air operated pressure control valve.  

ii. Reduces pressure to 4 psig downstream of valve.  

iii. Valve fails open on loss of signal or air 

b) A steam seal bypass feed valve is provided bypassing the 
steam seal feed valve during low pressure steam supply 
conditions (<250 psig).  

NOTE: The steam seal feed valve is designed for rated 
pressure operation and therefore will not provide adequate 

seal steam pressure (A psig) until throttle pressure is 
;2EC psig.  

c) Sealing steam is applied to :he high and low pressure tur
bine shaft seals (Figure 12 and 13).  

d) A oland exhauster fan provides a vacuum of 5" HWO to the 

shaft seal to prevent steam leaking into the Turbine Building.  

e) -he exhausted mixture of steam, moisture and air is routed 

to a gland seal condenser to condense all the steam and 

re-urn the condensate to the main condenser.  

f) The gland seal condenser is cooled by the Condensate System.  

7) The non-condensables are routed to the Offgas System for 

2_ O.eraEion from 7:0 zsia reactor pressure to low oower zurbine 

opera-i ons 

a) Same-as above except sealina steam is from main s:ea- line
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3) Hiah Power Operation 

a) As reactor power increases, steam pressure at the exhaust 
0f .he high pressure turoine increases.  

b) Steam from within the turbine now forces its way outward 

past the inner packing and attempts to increase the steam 

seal header pressure beyond 4 psig.  

c) Eventually, the steam seal supply pressure control valve 

completely closes to comoensate for this leakage, and the 

steam seal unloading valve opens as required to maintain 

4 psig on the header. (Steam unloading valve fails closed 

-if diaphragm breaks.) 

d) The steam seal unloading valve discharges to the A5, B5, 

and C5 low pressure feedwater heater extraction lines (from 

turbine 12th stage).  

e) A steam seal bypass unloading valve is provided around the 

steam seal unloading valve in the event it should fail 

closed.  

f) in this mode of operation, steam from the high pressure 

shaft seals is the sealing steam for the low pressure 

turbine section seals.  

g) Should the pressure control valves fail, the relief valve 

will maintain seal system at a safe pressure. Manual 

control .of pressure is then possible with the bypass 

valves.  

e. Control Room instrum~enrtation 

"Item Device Rance 

;) Steam Seal Header Pressure indicator 0 - 10 psig 

2) a•rc Exhauster Suction Pressure indicator 0 - 331 H20 

TURBT .i PORTECi 1OO, ,D REACTOR SCRAM INSTRU:OENITATIOi 

1. Turbine Trips 

.. -. :1f ay'. -. r:.r.e vaes 0.c~ec ,_,ce- r.ine _ 

va es.  

tri o of the exzrat:-ion relay du'-,, ,a) and subsequent clcsin; 

o al- conto~led •y it 'See fe-cwa"- LP for va.'ves a---C,•
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b. Turbine Trips

Trip Setpoint Reason for Trip

High reactor water 
level

Low EHC control oil 
pressure 

Low Turbine Trip System 
oil pressure

<1100 psig 

<800 psig

High thrust bearing wear >0.035" 
wear 

- Mechanical overspeed 110% 

Backup electrical overspeed 112% 
overspeed 

High LP exhaust hood 
temperature 225 F.

Loss of Stator cooling 
if cenerator amos >7726 

0o,../ ,Su discharce

:rCE Z -SUre

Cool ant 
Pressure 
<13 psig 

OR 
Cool ant 
Temoerature 
>950C 

<105 psig 
@ >1300 RPM

-- -C--.

To prevent moisture ca.rryover 
from the reactor into the tur
bine.  

Prevent loss of control of the 
turbine.  

Seals in turbine trip.  

Wear greater than this amount 
is abnormal and is indicative 
of incipient bearing failure.  

Turbine blading will fail due 
to high centrifugal force if 
speed is too great.  

Backup protection for the 110%' 
trip.  

To prevent damage to lasz stag.  
blading and inner casing due 
to overheating, overstressing 
and possible misalignment.  

Prevents overheatino of the 
generator szator windings.  

Indicative of failure of .SC.  
a broken oil line or loss of 
oil supply to X.SOP. Continuec 
operations could damage the 
pump or result in a l-ss of 
all oil.  

luce oil -_- s:-e', . ic -•-, 

operation -.oul c -:.. Ye
sult in wioed main cearings 
and possible damage to the 
machine.



Reason for Trip

Loss of both speed 
feedback signals if 
turbine >100 RPM 

Loss of condenser 
vacuum 

High vibration 

Moisture separator 
drain tank high level 

Low bearing oil tank 
level 

Generator electrical 
or main transformer 
faul ts:

<1 9" Hg 

10 mils 

Hi level

26 devices

EHC system required at least 
one speed signal zo be able 
to control the turbine valves.  

Indicative of loss of heat 
sink. Turbine is not designed 
to operate at low vacuum con
ditions. Operations at low 
pressure may result in heating 
of turbine blading and a con
denser and low pressure turbine 
overpressure conditions result
ing in rupture of the atmos
pheric relief diaphragms.  

Prevents damage of turbine 
components.  

Prevents condensate from back
ing up into the separator and 
possibly carrying over into the 
low pressure turbines.  

Protects turbine from conse
quences of a loss of lube oil.  

Protects turbine from over
speeding when load is sudden
ly removed from generator.

G' Senerazor Differential 

2) Main Transformer Differential or Sudden Pressure 

2) Generazor Backup Relay, Field Failure, or Trnasformer Feeder 
Differential 

S) Station Service Transformer Differential , Overcurrent, Sudden 

Pressure, or Neutral Over-Current 

G) Generator Breaker Failure Relay 

~enerazor Naegative Phase Secuence 

Sra enr-r "

2 'enerazor Over-Current

- 26 -

Trios SetDoint
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Trips Set;oint Reason for Trip 

Remote electrical For operator use in the event 

.rip Pushbutton he detects a potentially dan
gerous condition.  

Local mechanical For tripping turbine at the 

trip Lever machine.  

2. Generator - Load Reject 

a. Definition: 

A greater than 40% mismatch between the main generator electrical 

output and turbine power.  

Comparison is made between stator amps and turbine crossover pressure.  

b. Causes of a Load-Reject 

1 ) Manual opening of main generator output circuit breakers. (OCB's) 

2) An "open" in the grid without any lines being grounded.  

0TE: Any automatic trip of the OCB's will result in a generator 
trip rather than a generator load reject.  

c. Results of a Load Reject at <30% Power (measured by lst stage pressure) 

1) Turbine control valves are tripped closed by the fast acting 

solenoids. (Reactor does not scram').  

2) Bypass valves open within their capacity to acceot steam that 

was going to the turbine.  

3) EHC load selector begins running back toward zero load.  

Control valves partially re-open when load-mismatch is <•-:.  

to continue carrying house lcacs and machine wincage losses.  

B) Load selector runback stops when the load-reject condition is 

cleared.  

6) EHC system will control turbine speed at 1800- RPM due to the 

EHC s-:e" c•,tr'i netw-'ork. (Discussed in E-C ores entation).  

Z There will DE no volta per cycle trip of the generator since 

joltage reculator will autc-t-r cally charge excitation as re

quired.
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10) This condition should not be maintained for any significant 

period since at low loads, the exhaust hood temperature will 

rise and the last stage blades are subject to moisture erosion.  

3. Reactor Scrams from the Turbine 

a. There are only two scrams originating with the turbine.* 

b. 1) Main stop valves <90% full open (bypassed <30% power as measured 

by Ist stage pressure).  

2) Generator-load reject (bypassed <30% power as measured by 1st 

stage pressure).  

b. Main Stop Valves <90% Full Open 

1) Scram initiated by valve position limit switches.  

2) Anticipates the pressure, neutron and heat flux increase caused 

by the rapid closure of the turbine stop valves.  

3) BADC CABD logic identical to MSIV closures.  

c. Generator-Load Reject 

1) Scram initiated by limit switches on the fast acting solenoids 

of the turbine control valves.  

2) Anticipates the rapid increase in pressure and neutron flux 

resulting fr.om fast closure of the turbine control valves due 

to a load rejection.  

3) Res:onse to load reject 

a) Turbine control valves are tripped closed by the fast acting 

solenoids and reactor scrams.  

b) All bypass valves open to accept steam that was going to 

-ne turbine.  

c) EHC load selector beings running back toward zero load.  

d) Turbine will shortly run out of steam necessary to carry the 

house-loads and windage losses as the reactor decay heat de

creases.  

. :res-; g .neratE a s:raE, t "r _-s 

:cwer as sensed -vy Ist stage pressure; out :his szra-m is considered to be 

H'-'C razner than :urbine oriented.
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e) Control valves will eventually end up full open yet the 
turbine will coast down.  

f) !ssuming that the voltage regulator is still in automatic, 

the excitation will be automatically increased to hold the 
rated output voltage.  

g) The generator will eventually trip on overexcitation (volts/ 

cycle trip) to protect the main transformer.  

h) The generator trip causes a turbine trip.  

4. Control .Room Turbine Protection Monitors 

a. Thrust Bearing Wear Detector (Figure 15) 

1) Purpose: 

a) To protect turbine internals by tripping the turbine on 

excessive thrust bearing wear or loss of lube oil bearing 
header pressure.  

b) Detect gradual wear of both thrust bearing plates.  

2) Construction: 

a) A hydraulically balanced follower piston.  

b) A pilot valve is attached to the follower piston to direct 

oil to and from pressure switches during normal operation.  

c) A sliding bushing that directs oil to the pressure switches 

during tests.  

3) Operation: 

a) Once initially adjusted the probe tip will maintain a constant 

-.:istance from the thrust collar.  

i. Oil flows from the bearing header to the top of the 

follower piston, through the calibrated orifice and 

out the probe tip to an atmospheric drain.  

ii. The follower piston is balanced with half the initial 

oil pressure on the probe side of the piston.  

orifice and rne prCDe tip cil gap.
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b) Changing thrust would cause the rotor to move changing the 

gap between the probe tip and thrust collar. , 

i. This produces a change in oil pressure and unbalances 
the follower piston.  

ii. The follower piston moves up or down, dependent upon 

which direction the shaft moved, to rebalance the oil 

pressure across the piston.  

iii. Movement of the following piston positions the pilot 
valve.  

iv. If movement is excessive,.in either direction, oil is 

ported from one of two redundant pressure switches causing 

a turbine trip.  

4) Test of Thrust Bearing Wear 

a) Accomplished by continuously pushing two pushbuttons labeled 

Turbine End and Generator End on Panel 7.  

b) This energizes a test motor which drives the driven gear in 

Figure 15.  

c) Allows comparison of thrust collar position to its previous 

position am the same load.  

d) Going to "test" defeats the turbine trip circuits but applies 

the pressure switch contacts to the test motor circuits.  

e) "Test" -oves the sliding bushing in one direction until •il 

is oorted from one of the pressure switches Whose ccnlacis 

stop the test motor. The position of the bushing is the 

output indicated in the control room.  

f) 3jtput is calibrated in mils ooth locally and remotely 

(control rccm) and can be compared to previous readings no 

detect thru.st bearing wear.  

b. Vibration Recorder and Detector 

i) Purpose is to measure the magnitude of the turbine shafz motion 

in a plane perpendicular to its axis.  

.se :uen, zurbine :a•,Se.  

Trips turbine if vibrazion is excessive: >i0 mils.
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2) Construction 

a) One detector per bearing 

b) A shaft riding detector mounted vertically to the turbine 
shaft axis: 

i. A seismically suspended wound coil in a permanent 
magnet field provides the output signal.  

ii. Output is calibrated in mils.  

3) Alarms at 5 mils.  

4) Turbine trip at 10 mils, can by bypassed at Turbine Supervisory 
Instrument cabinet in the Auxiliary Electric Room.  

c. Eccentricity Recorder and Detector 

1) Purpose is to indicate and record the degree of shaft straight
ness (bow).  

2) Shares the same recorder as the Vibration Detector.  

3) Conistruction: 

a) An air gap pickup mounted in the front standard on either 
side of a steel ring attached to the turbine stub shaft 

b) Any change in shaft straightness will alternately increase 
and decrease the air gap between the shaft ring and detectors.  

c) The changing air gap increases and decreases the moedance 
characteristics of the detector which is eleczronically 
converted to a signal that is displayed on the recorder.  

d) Output is calibrated in mils.  

o. -•rzine Expansion and Temperature Recorder 

i' Expansion (Figure 16) 

a) Purpose is to measure shell and rotor expansion wnile heating 

up to warn the operator of possible metal to metal contact 
within the turbine.  

:ýrfr .ex-: or c-.z tetr~n he r:-::,' ard nz 

SlEll are ,ree To expand an- con-rac-. The LC snells, 

ceneratcr stator and thrus: bearing are fixed in place.
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c) Recorder points 

i. Pt. 1: Shell Expansion, 0- 1.0" 
Upscale on the recorder shows shell expansion toward 

the front standard.  

ii. Pt. 2: Differential Expansion, 0- 5" 

Recorder upscale indicates shell expansion is.greater 

than rotor expansion.  

iii. Pt. 3: Rotor Expansion, 0 - 2.0" 

Recorder upscale sliows rotor expansion is toward the 

generator.  

d) Shell Expansion Detector 

i. Measures expansion 6f HP shell relative to a fixed 

point on the floor at the front standard.  

ii. As the shell moves a mechanical linkage positions an 

armature between two opposite facing coils changing 
their impedance.  

iii. The coil outputs are converted electronically to cor

resoond to position; calibrated in inches.  

e) Di.fferential Expansion Detector 

i. Purpose is to measure the differential expansion between 

the HP shell and rotor.  

ii. !Vounted in the front standard.  

iii. Employs an air gap detector on either side of a collar 

on the turbine rotor.  

iv. During a plant sTartup as sealing steam is supplied, 

the rotor tends to heat and expand faster than the 

shell and hence recorder indication moves toward zero.  

v. As the turbine is rolled and temperature equalize, the 

shell expands and recorder indication moves toward mid

scale.  

vi. 'Normal cold position is mid-scale.  

- o 7cr Exarnsion Dezec_:r 

i. Similar to differential exoansion but measures rotor 

exoansion toward the cenerator rela-ive -to a fixed 

:oi.,-r on the floor.
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ii. The detector is an air gap measuring device using a 
rotor collar at the generator end.  

iii. Output is calibrated to read in inches.  

H. TURBINE OPERATIONAL SUMMARY 

1. Normal Operations: 

Will be covered during the control room phase.  

'2. Operating Limitations 

a. Conirol Valve Warming Limitations (Figure 17) 

1) Procedurally limited to curve AT inside to outside metal tem

perature.  

2) Should be essentially at full temperature prior to rolling the 

turbine to prevent too fast a heatup and possible overstress 

of the metal due to greatly increased steam flow during rolling.  

b. High Pressure Shell Temperature Differential 

Limited to +150 0 F. z.T inside to outside metal temperatures to preven 

excessive thermal stress.  

To prevent large T's, excessive differential expansion and possible 

high vibration on a startup of a turbine that is not up to tempera

ture, the following restrictions apply: 

Classification HP Turbine 
Temperature Acceleration Iniziai Loading 

Classification Range Rate Loading Rate 

Cold Turbine up to 2500 F. 60 RPM/min. 3c' *Hold foi

';arm Turbine 

-.'C - - •: .

250 to 350°F 90 RPM-'/mi n.  

-• R '.,-ir

t

r •

proceed as 
in steady 
state.  

3:' Proceed as 
in steady 
state.  

S rreceed as 

Sn ste%. V

-Vcws metal :enerat.re to equalize and exhaust hoods zo coot .o <125 0 F.
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I) If starting up a cold turbine (first stage bowl temp. <2000 F) 

hold unit at near rated speed for one hour before synchronizing 
to arid.  

c. Steady-state Load Changes (Figure 18) 

1) Stay within 1500 F. AT limitation at all times.  

2) Figure 18 shows time limitations applied for both power increases 

and decreases. (The curved lines are values for the lowest load 

involved in the change).  

Example No. 1: 

If the turbine is at 30% power steady state and it is 

desired to increase power to 90%, the power increase must 

be made over 14 minutes.  

Example No. 2: 

If the turbine is at 60-" power, steady state and you 

want to increase power to 90.%, there are no time limi

tations (as the HP shell is already near maximum tempera

ture).  

(This is tne normal flow control, load following range of 

operations.) 

Example No. 3: 

If the turbine is at 100" power, steady state and you want 

to decrease power to 40':, the power decrease must be made 

over a 10 .inute period.  

NOTE: There are no restrictions from the turbine on rate 

oT power change between 60% and 100!; power.  

d. ,eazer Out of Service Limitations - Whenever a high pressure feeder 

at heater stri-ng is isolated reduce turbine load to 70%.  

1) The turbine is designed to pass a specific amount'of steam to 

the feedwater heaters to heat the feedwater.  

2) When heaters are taken out of service, the steam flow through 
t. e.. I t rf t hee:!_ ex4-racion lines i.creases.  -.ke - rbine ýo,,-jns rea- c- h ,-- -=,.. .o 

-" Th ...i increase zhe ;c;:er r c, L, sea by -rne turine ::u: ';,out:: 

increase the Icading on the diaDnra-cms and blades downszream, 

Oarticularly cn -he last stage of zhe turbine.
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2. Components and Flow Path 

a. 2-r=n-- (7icure 1 ,* 

1) Main Condenser. Hotwell (3) 

2) Condensate Pumps (3) 

3) Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE) Condensers (2) 

4) Gland Seal Exhauster Condenser (1) 

5) Off-Gas Condenser (1) 

6) Filter/Demineralizers (9)

7) Condensate Booster Pumps (3) 

8) Low Pressure Feedwater Heater Strings (3) 

a) Drain Coolers 

b) A, B, C, Heaters (5, 4, 3) 

9) Reactor Feedwater Pumps (3) 

10) Start-Up Bypass Valve (11 

1l) High Pressure Feedwater Heater Strings (3) 

12) Fee:water Scarters A) 

-w•:ers in parentneses indic:ae number of eac. ... ren.  

b. Condensame Flcw Path (Figure I) 

11 Main condenser hotwell orovides NPSH for condensa:e ;u.ps.  

2) Makeup to hotwell provided by the Condensaze So:-ge 
Tank (CST).  

3) Tao offs on the condensate ounD discharge commonline 
provide for turbine exhaust hood sprays.  

" C•c-ensae nex- flows znrougn the tube sie o0:



a) Both-Steam'Jet-AirEjector (SJAE) Condensers 

:1 he Gland Sea! Wxauster COr-.Er-se 

(1) Equipped with an air operated flow controlled 
- * --bypass valve; 

c) The Off Gas Condenser 

V5) nCondensate then passesinto the, condensate filter/deminer
alizers 

a) .8Wdemineralizersirequired for 100 flow 

b) Bypass valve can'handle 33%

,(l)~ Auto-opens if 0P-across any filter >45 psid 

6) Excess water in the condenser is rejected to the CST 
just downstream-of the demineralizer.  

7)- A tap off-just.down-stream of-the 'demineralizers provides 
a backup means of pressurizing the gland seal system.  

a). Normal suoply is from the Gland Seal System Hea 
-Tank 

b) Details-of the Gland Seal.System are prcvided in 
the Condenser and Circulating ,ater Lesson Plan.  

2) ,cndensate booster -ures increase the system pressure to 
zrcvide "h to the reactor feec zuJ.s.  

9) 'Tap-offs after Vhe-ooster pump provide: 

"01 lecirculation'to Main Condenser 

(1 Provides minimum-flow required for the S.VE 
condenser to operate efficiently.  

(2) Also provides minimum flow requirement for 
condensate and booster pumps.  

(V -'llows-cler.nuo of condense- vci.-e befcre 
operating (short cycle).  

,- S.-actoiine -e Ye iee - n =s7=• . a... ._O;S.  
leac-tor feed• wa-er pum,, seal water flow.
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10) '.'ain flow path aoes through tube side of 3 parallel strings 
of low pressure feedwater heaters.  

c. FeecG.,ater Flow ?azh (Figure 1) 

1) Reactor feed pumps take a suction from the discharge of the 
low pressure feedwater heaters.  

2) Each feed pump discharge can be pumped through a motor 
operated discharge valve or recirculated back to the main 
condenser.  

3) *The feed pumps can be bypassed during periods of low 
reactor pressure (startup) which is not sufficient to 
run the reactor feed pump turbine.  

a) Startup bypass valve can be automatically controlled 
by reactor level.  

-) The high Dressure heaters are next.  

a) 3 strings of two heaters arranged in parallel.  

b) Flow is through tube side.  

c) A "Long Cycle" Recirculaticn Valve on the cown stream 
side of each high pressure heater allows filling and 
venting during startuo.  

"51 Feed flcw now splits into two lines before penetra:-ing 
co.nal r.-ent.  

-ac, line has 2 cnecK v=aves. The check valves ac- as 
:ri-ary containment isoiation valves.  

- .e "'line contains a tap-in from the cleanuo system 
ret-rn line and tne RCiC in-ec-ion line. 7he ine 

-zn=ins'a tap-in from tne .-PC. injection Vne.  

a) :-oth lines have thermal sleeves to minnimze stress.  

£) Once inside containment. each line solits acain into 3 
lines, before penetrating the vessel to supply 5 se_;ara=te 
ee':ate rs soar:ers.  

- ~ P7

S..... " -en '" -CC "S 'i L:jre 3
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a. Purpose 

I) Collects Condensate from

"a) Main Turbine Exhaust Steam -' 

* b) Bypass Valve Exhaust Steam 

c) Reactor Feed Pump-ExhaustfSteam• 

d), Various Dra'in' LCines- such -as: 

(1) Main Steam Lines 

(2) RCIC Steam Line 

,(3) HPCI Steam Line 
(4) Steam Jet Air Ejector Condenser 

f(5) Gland Exhauster Condenser 

(6) Off Gas 'Condenser 

(7)' Gland Seal System 

(8) etc.  

2) Retains condensate for about 2 minutes to allow decay of 

short lived-activity (Nl 6 ).  

3' ?rovides NJPSH for ccndensate c ,m.p s.  

a) Capacity 3 minutes of full power operation 

b. Construction -: " 

i) Locatec at zhe bottom of each condenser snell 

2) incorporates--reheating and deaerating features 

-a) FMost de"ration 6ccurs in'tube bundles but lower 

Sbcndle and hotwel1 further deaerate 

I ong`.tudirnaily diviced into 'vc, seczions- ri.n 
'ccl lection trays.

"' ,eh.ea-.Z S coils 6eiow col ecticn :rav
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a) Provide dearate steam at low steam flows from main 
steam system.  

Pipes distribute portions of exhaust szeam to :elow 
collection trays during high steam flows.  

6) All three hotwells interconnected by 30" crossover 
pipe for pressure and level equalizing.  

7) Each hotwell has a separate condensate outlet to a 
common suction header for all condensate pumps.  

c. Op&ration 

1) Steam Flow Path 

a) Steam exhausting from the low pressure turbine flows 
over condensing tubes and is condensed by the circula
ting water flowing through the condenser tubes.  

b) The condensate formed by the steam condensation 
collects in the collecting trays of the hotwell.  

c) Portions of the tu-bine shaft exhaust steam are 
routed by ducting to an area below the collectioi 
trays where it is disbursed to flow out through 
holes in the collection trays and be condensed.  

1) This is called reheat steam.  

', :earaL,•n 

a) The coilectinQ trays nave holes tnrcugh whicn :on
densate flows to tne condensate pumP suction port.  
This type of flow zents to atomize the condensate 
increasino its surface area fcr hea- transfer.  

b) -ne reneat steam •frc. above discussion) flowing u: 
through the collection tray strikes the downward 
flowinc condensate flashing the condensaze to steam 
and liberate noncondensables to the condenser air 
removable system. The reheat stea-, is concensed in 
the process.  

:1 bring low steam flow conditions (szartuo) steam from, 
:re .-,ain szeam heacer :an be ad-i:zed :- the reheaz 

Z2 1 . :' -0 1' - - - ": O - -. I
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3) Condensate Flow Path 

_. -- r z 

=round baffle plates before reaching the concensate 

pump suction lines.  

(1) Provides deJ minute holdup time to allow for 
decay of N' 

(2) Provides storage space for 90,000 gallons of 
water, -at*a normal level of 27".  

4) LevelControl -

* a Makeup .. .  

(1) Normal through 114" level control valves from 
'CST.  

(a) Valve controlled by level indicating coi

(2)

troller normally set to open valve when 
level falls about 6", from normal ('-21" in 
hotwel I).  

Emergency-makeup from CST through 10" motor 
operated level control valve.

"(a) Operator manually controls valve frorm 

control room.  

(3: Low level alar "15" in hctweil.  

3) Reject 

"a) -4orrmal-throuch 114 level control valve to CST 

',I) Valve cont'olled by lievel indicazing conzrollers 
set to open-valve when level rises about 6" 
from normal (-.33" in hotwell) 

b) Emergency reject to CST through 10" Motor oDerated 
level control 'ialve. 

"room.

eve: �r'� 3�' �

n-
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d) Condensate oumps provide driving force for reject.  

prior to returning to CST.  

(1) Eliminates impurities from leakage of condenser 

tubes during shutdown periods.  

2. Condensate Pumps 

a. Three Condensate Pumping Units 

1) *Each unit consists of one condensate pump and motor.  

a) Each motor is 900 hp., 3 phase,,60 Hertz, 4160 volt 
induction motor with a speed of 1800 RPM.  

b) Power supplies are from unit Boards IA, 1B, and IC 
respectively for pumps 1A, 1B, and 1C.  

2) Each pump is rated at -5.4 x 106/hr. (330; of rated flow, 
10,830 GPM).  

a) The above ratings are based on normal operations, 
runout ratings allow two pumps in runout to supply 
92& of rated plant condensate flow.  

3) The only pump trips or electric interlocks associated 
with condensate pumps are electrical fault trips.  

"11 Ru'-s have mecrarical seals with sea! water beinc swncliec 
-,-r tne pLMp discharge ba:Lec ap 0y the gland Sea! zan,.  

5) &.1 WumD bearings are water lubricated while the drive 
motor has its own oil reservoirs for the motor tnrust 
and Icurna bearincs.  

a) Pump mo:or jacket is cooled by Raw Cooling Water.  

3. Steam Jet Air Ejeczor Condensers 

a. Each condenser is sized to pass rated condensate flow for 
air ejector requirements through the tube side.  

b. Only one condenser is necessary for full power operation.
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1-) Both normally valved in because of the automatic start 

features associated with the Standby Air Ejectors.  

c. -.e, s%-.e r ans go : oncea:E cra'n tark .ia 'cc, se--s.  

4. Gland Seal Steam Condenser 

a. condenses steam from the gland seal steam s ystem.  

-b. Shellside of condenser~maintained at slight negative pressure 
by steam packing exhauster.. - . .

c. Drains go to condensate drain tank via:loop seal.  

5. Off-Gas Condenser . •- 

a. Cools superheated discharge of the recombiner from o•800OF to 
<1 30 0 F.  

b. Shell side drains go to condensate drain tank via loop seal.  

6. Heat Exchanger Flow Balancing Valve 

a. SJAE Condensers, Gland Seal Steam Condenser, and Offgas 
Condenser are all in parallel condensate flow paths.  

b. Each of thne above heat exchangers presents a different 
resistance to flow with a corresponding probability that 
the heat exchafger with the least resistance during periods 
of low flow-would rob the remaining heat exchangers.  

c. G'.and Ze_, Ccn-enser orese nts .,os- n.ioina flew restricticn.  

d. -low blancingvalve auto control,fiow through valve based 

tc excess..ofthat required-for-Gland Seal Condenser.  

1 Assures most limiting cor.ponent has sufficient flow.  

2, Air Operated Valve .ormally Run in-Auto 

3) Controller is Local 

7. Condensate Filter/Demineralizers 

Sa.->.Maintains purity of the reactor feedwazer by removing disso"vec 

""and susz.ended-solids which resul: from co-rosion in the con

.a.. e" :, -_re mair, ccncenser.
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1) Reduces damage to components due to chemical and 
corrosive attack.  

7' :ýeducs the fouiing of hear transfer ur, =s_ 

3) Reduces impuri.ties available for activation.  

Al) Reduces the consequences of condenser tube leaks.  

b. In order to meet these requirements, condensate filter/ 
demineralizer effluents will be maintained within the 
following specifications: 

Lbading Effluent 

Total Dissolved Solids <.l..mho/cm* 
(Conductivity) 

pH at 250C <6-8* 

Suspended Solids <5 ppb 

Total Iron <5 ppb 

Total-Copper <2 ppb 

Dissolved Silica <5 ppb 

Chlorides <10 ppb* 

l) Conductivity is measured since it is a very good indicator or most imourities.  

2) '.etallic impurities are Vimitea to prevent excessi e 
Dlating out on the fuel cladding surfaces and to reduce 
the amount of activation products.  

1' Silicate (SiO,) is maintained z5 ppb because it 'ini 
carry over inr.zne main steam sYstem and pla:e cu: :n 
the turbine bladinc.

- iimts in this table are based on Fil-er/Demin. caoacizy anc are 
-=_-_ ~on a saole at the -ilter/Demin. e-luenz. items wi-h :he asterisks 

--. e "_. , -d later.
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4) Chlorides are maintained low enough to limit the possi
bility of chloride stress corrosion.  

A) eI' Dn b chl ,iorides are very dif-icul- -c -e-ure.  
therefore chlorites out of the con*ensa-e cem.ineralizer 
are maintained low enough to keep reactor water chlorides 
from exceeding their specification.  

"c. Nine full flow condensate polishing filter/demineralizers 
known as Powdex (a Graver Corp. Trade Name) are connected 
in parallel are used as ion'exchange mediums and filtering 
agents (Figure 3).  

.J) Eight are required for full flow operation, the ninth 
-" beina ,standby- unit. 

'- 2) Each-filter/Demineralizer is: 

a) 196' diameter 6'6" high 

b) 302 woven nylon filter elements (septums) representing 
800 ft 2 of filter area 

(I) Elemernts replaceable through manhole on top 

(2) 'Elements supported by vertical rods 

c) Flow enters shell at bottom, flows through septums 
with filter' demin acent on them, and exits through 
lower tube sheet to unit outlet.  

C.,, Desicn pressure 700 Dsi a: 150 F 

-,• zFlter/iemineralizer -Ace' 

-a) Graver~product-called powdex 

'I! Powdered cation and anion exchance resin in.  
nydrogen ano nydrcxyi form 

(2) 'Uniformly coated by orecoat system to 1/4" on 
septums 

'(3) Serves dual function as filtering and demineralizing 
a acent' 

( N' 'on-recenerable enc .-nen exjancec ', is ::_rocesseC 
-A ,r---C;-E--- 1S------S-
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b) Solka-fIloc 

I. Gra'.'er Corp.. .ae -or ce!iu!cs `-i er F -r ing 
agent.  

(2) Only used on a few units during reactor startuD 
to remove large amount of suspended solids.  

c) Resin Expiration 

(1) Conductivity at effluent >l,,mho/cm 

(a) Conductivity cells at inlet and effluent 
of system monitor efficiency of all units 
each has an effluent conductivity cell.  
Each cond. cell has the following alarms.  

i. Hi conductivity any vessel effluent 
.3 micro mho local 

ii. Hi conductivity system effluent .3 
micro mho local 

iii. Hi conductivity system effluent .5 
micro mho local 

iv. Any local alarm causes cond. demin.  
alarm in control room.  

"(b) :nica-es ion exc-,ance :acaci:v liii:e 

n, -ny ,,1ter.'demin. witn a 2E -sid pressure orcc.  

(a) Hi-h -P indicates restriction zo flow caused 
yv 4ilterinc process and reDresents a potential 

73r se_••um ca.a.e.  

"i. •laron system -P -'0 .sid local. and 
control room.  

ii. A system -P >45 psid auto ooens,derin.  
bypass valve whicn will orcvice 1/3 of 
rated condensate flow.  

'" -prox-azeiv a -week cvc!e.

=s



(1) Each unit 'eqUipped ýwith 'a 60 GPMN holdinr u.-.,D.  

2,n o,-, un• • i '•' - c•' 'r. ,'- d r,:. -s _o 

V0 G2r, to maintain flcw tnrouch uniz ano 
prevent filter/demin.-acent 1 from failing off 
septums.-'-" 

(a) If coat on septums not maintained it must 
be re-established-prior to unit use to 
prevent demin./filter agent from being 
pumped'to reactor-vessel.  

..(3) Local alarm pump failure if unit flow drops to 

45 GPM, 

" e) 'Precoat and Backwash System

(1) Precoat necessary to establish filter/demin.  
agent t6-,1/4" onseptums prior to unit use.  

(2) Precoat System'Pump and Tank Arrangement 
(a) 'Pump 5 slurry of powdex resin to units 

from precoat-tank -at 1185 GPM and 100OF 
':conditions.  

(b)-'Tanks .(2)-- 54" diameter 60" high mixes 
"resins-with 1/2 HP mixer 

(3) Backwash-systemrair and condensate mixture to 
flush seen: oowdex to backwash -eceive-r. --an 
in radwas-e.  

() Back%:•ashihg and precoating are all automatic 
one-unitfis placed out of service ano the back
-wash/reccat process 's selected locally.

'-a) Holdirc pump w'ill auto hold the ;recoaz 
until unit is valved-back in.

:) Resin Trap (Figurec4)

a) -Strainer in unit -effluent lines serves as resin trap

,-- r Catches particulates tha- -ic.z iash tnroucn if seotum 

- c, - -a rossed strAiner -.E r,-ireC and aIarmed hich i
ccntrci room. "

F -
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d. Flow Balancing System (Figure d) 

11 Each fiiler/de.in. should carry ecuai 'icw -5-.  

2) Each filter/demin. unit presents different flow restrictio6 
because the condition of their resin charges vary - i.e., 
they were rek'newed at different time intervals 

3) Equipment 

The equipment which comprises the flow balancing system 
consists of the following items.  

a) (Indicating flow'controller (complete with pneumatic 
transmitter and orifice plate) for each Powdex vessel.  
The controllers have pneumatically adjustable setpoint 
and proportional-plus-reset mode of pneumatic control.  

b) Control valve at the outlet of each Powdex unit. This 
valve is positioned by the signal from its respective 
flow controller.  

c) A combination of high-signal selector relays connected 
so that the final output is that flow controller outout 
which has the highest flow.  

d) The master indicating controller - this controller has 
a manually-adjusted setpoint and proportional-plus
reset mode of pneumatic control. It measures the flow 
signal at the output of the high-signal selector relays.  
This is ir.dication of valve positicn for tne ccntrol 
valve whicn is widest o:-en. The master ccnz..-:. er 
maintains the set degree of valve opening ny simultan
eously aajusting the idertical setpoints of the flow 
controllers. in actual fact, the master controller is 
controlling -he output flew of that vessel flcw con
troller with tVe greatest out•ut.  

4) Method of Operation 

a) The master controller should have its control point 
set for the widest valve ovening which is consistent 
with allowing the valve to maintain flow control. 80 
zercent ovening accears to be a good star:-ng .oi'nt.  
Dernaps greater opening will be possible 00i-h good 
control. N" tne flcw controller with greazes- u:.-ut 

a ower senc'.nz snould ce used for the -as.e: c:n
-ro ler.-
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b) With two or morePowdexvessels in service, the one 
with the greatest loss of filtered matter on its element 
"will-recuire he ceatest cecree of control valve 

c:eenrnr. OCher ?c,wzex-uri~s will have .ne-r cuet 
valves open to a lesser degree to obtain the same flow 
iate. 

c) The combination~of high-signal selector relays transmit 
to the master controller the signal which indicates the 
"-signal level f 'the vessel flow controller with the 
highest output flow.  

S--fIf'this -signal 'is -below the setpoint of the master con
troller, the'ojtput of the master controller will 
increase. -This'output is connected as the setpoint 
signal of all the flow controllers for the Powdex vessels 

'in'service. Increasing the setpoint of the flow con
-trollers'dauses'their output flows to rise.

The over-all effect of the aforementioned action is to 
have the most exhaustec powdex vessel with its control 
"valve opened to the amount set upon the master controller, 

-'and the control Valves'for the less exhausted vessels 
throttled closed-to-some'extent, to maintain an e-ual 
flow through all-the-vessels which are on stream.  

d) Aswill be explained later.; sometines the initial chance 

'ol vessel flow controller' output is in the direction 
oopositd to that called for by the plant load change.  
It is thd function of the master controller to react 

- :as:er to the flcw con-roile- to react -asze, to the 
I o;" conzroller out:'t CnZ_ ha r, :w c --- .r....o...  
ac-s to modify valve pcsi&ns. The r,e: eifecz is to 

"rmodify flow controller setocint to agree with the plant 

load, with necligible 6hance of valve position.  

The best conzroilernmode settincs can be esta'Iisherl 
nly thr~uch o 'eratino ex-erience. Usually.  

"Graver Powoexsystems are eouipped with flow balancing.  
the controllers are started-with the following se-.tingst

-. 4-

Prooortional Band -I00":

Reset - 0.!-minutes per repea-t, 

7 ow r'..r•on 1 ers : 

----- -- --.... ...
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b) Plant Flow Decrease 

.hen olant flow rate decreases, the vessel flow goes 
o., :ne setpoint. Wr.is caues :ne oegirn nnc cf an 

increase in controller output w.hich is sensed by the 
master controller, which decreases its output to lower 
the setpoint of the vessel flow controllers to restore 
the desired output signal.  

c) Increases Solids on Filter Elements 

As the Powdex vessels progress through their service 
runs, the coating on the elements will provide in
creasing resistance to flow.- This is a gradual, but 
unavoidable change.  

For those vessels which. are not the most exhausted, 
an increase in element resistance will cause the flow 
controllers to open the control valve enough to main
tain flow at the setpoint.  

Usually, it is the most exhausted vessel where the 
element resistance is building up the fastest. The 
control valve of this vessel is open wide as the flow 
balancing system allows. Therefore, the overall ores
sure Toss from inlet header to outlet header will 
gradually increase. The plant feedwater control makes 
up for this, by performing the necessary action in the 
direction of increasing flcw to counteract the increase 
of pressure loss across the Powdex systems. The result 
of these actions in the direction of flow increase (see 
secvicn 5) al). abo'e) is Ina th:e ccn:rol valves V
less-exnausted vessels wii tnrottie slighztv in order 
to T-aintain balance of flow with the most-exhausted 
vessel.  

The overall increase of pressure loss Ohrougn the 
Tcswdex system is lirimed si-ol' by placing cn zne 
stream a freshly preccated vessel which has oeen 
standinc by. Some systems allow partial ocening of 
a bypass (see specific instructions for your inszal
lation). The exhausten vessel is then removed frcm 
service for re-coating, after which it is usually 
olaced on standby.  

2. Coneensate -ocs-er Dumos (Figure !; 

a. '.-:s

Drcvis "MH for Reac:cr Feecwa.-er .•rs



. -.-oster Dump recirc.valv•Ie control ied automatically by flow 

controller at the discharge of the condensate pump.  

I) Acts as minimum flow vaive for; conae nsa:e pLps, con

"densate-booster pumps, SJAE-condensers, off gas condenser, 
and gland exhauster condenser.  

c. 'Motr 

-1) 1750 horsepower, 4160 volt, 60 cycle, 3 phase 

a) Pump 1A from 4160 V unit Board IA 

b) Pump IB from 4160 V unit Board I1 

c) Pump IC from 4160 V unit Board 1C 

2) 'Journal Bearing 

Aa Force feed lubricazed by Booster pumo auxiliary oil 

system .  

"3) Pump Trips 

"a) Eiectrical fault' 

:• b) rczion pressure<E-psig decreasing .for-5 seconas 

,i) Alarm at <15 psig decreasing 

r Ierng lube oil pressure <10 •si_- cecre=sir., f7Zr 

.: <7 psi 9 alarm and auto start (if associ-ae: 
booster pump running) of-auxiliarv oil our: 

(a) -Auxiliary-oil pu-.o should res-ore zearing 
lube oil •,-•,sure :o creater 7-an - 0 .-- I

before 5'-second .time delay nas ex:irec.  

) Pump Start"InteiockS'- -

a) Pump cafi be started or stopped locally (with push
1,utl:ons) or re:note in zne control roc7..  

4; ,,tncne, soitzh in'-.azes a
""- - T-'z
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(1) Auxiliary oil pump auto starts during the 25 
seconds if not all ready running.  

(2) if auxi iari oil cur, •s r.nnnc,- r.e t z seconr 
timer. is bypassed and the booster pump will auto 
start in 15 seconds if: 

(a) Condensate booster pump suction pressure is 
>10 psig and; 

(b) Booster pump bearing oil pressure is >7 psig.  

d. Pumps 

1) Centrifugal, 10,800 GPM/per pump, at 450 psig 

2) 3 pumps are normally required for 100% operation, however, 
the pumps are rated such that 2 pumps at run out conditions 
will provide 92% condensate flow.  

"3) ;.'echanical Seals 

a. Supolied by Running Pump 

A•) Radial and. Thrust Bearing Force Feed Lubricated 

e. Lubrication System - each condensate booster pump has its own 
lubricating oil system consisting of: 

1) An Attached Main Oil Pump 

Z\ 'entrif-."a, p•.c praC~e pressure -.25 osi

2) A" "?,Z W electric motor driven cen-rifugal auxiliary oil 

a) /ischarre Pressure %-25 psig 

b) �rup Starts 

(1) Manual from local start stop switches 

(2) Automatically if: 

(a) The associated ccnoensate bccster pumo 
is running and bcoster pump nearinc oil 

-, --
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"(b) *The associated condensate booster pump is 
started .or, 

Si. ,ime'deiay a~iows auxiliary oil 
'pump:to'develop bearing oil pressure 
before condensate booster pump starts 

(c) Any condensate pump is started and there 
C are'no condensate booster pumps running 

-)- Pump Stops 

.(1) Manual from Local Stop Switches 

3),'15 gallon Oil'Reservoir r 

4) Oil Cooler 

a) 'ReqOires-Raw-Cooling Water 

9. Feedwaer Heaters and Drains 

a. :urpose 

"1)" Improves overall plantefficiency factor.  

2) Provides path for moisture removal from turbine stages.  

"3 Three strings (A, B, and C) keeps tube velocity within 
lim'its and provides reasonable beater size.  

"-:- s.u c t ru oi n 

-!) "-V" Low Pressure'(LP) Heaters (Ficure 5) 

a) Horizcnt-.-I U-tube heat exchancer with intecral drain 

cooler secti on 

(1) Drain cooler Drovides two functions: 

(a) Raises feedwater temperature so less 
-. - " • extraction steam required.  

,D) Lowers (subcccl--s crairs to -reven: 
flashing in transit zo next neater.  

- -•a '-cc-:e -. nSice rCK r- . .. rc- •et] •ee 
-. •b.• a) , cr -'ai• Is.  

eec;ater r ow -ath
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(1) Feedwater enters at the bottom of the hea-er, into 
a ,rater box.  

(,-) 2 .rivi-er plate fsrces the feec.ater i.nzo tie 
stainless steel U-tubes.  

(3) After'passing through the tube sheet, the feed
water is first heated by the drain cooling section, 
cooling the drains.  

(4) Upon leaving the drain cooler zone, the feedwater 
acts as a condensing mechanism for the extraction 
steam.  

(5) Returning through the tube sheet, the feedwater 
exits at the top of the heater and flows into the 
"3" heater.  

(6) Feedwater outlet temperature is --239°F at full 

povier.  

c) Extraction Steam Flow Path (Figure 7) 

(1) "4" heater extraction steam is taken from the 
tenth stace of the L.P. turbine and passes into 
the heater throuch two ifnlet ports '2" szear.  
lines).  

(a) 1oisture from the turbine is carried ,qith 
the extraction steam.  

,-'-he a'' reate~s are ccnzinz - :n 
the turbine is running as :-,e only v-alves in 
the extraction lines are mechanical :beCK 
valves which prevent reverse flow.  

. -oince-en: plates deflect the steam as it enzers.  
7:rc g .: r:.e s tea .•; o fio.oa out an• ccr.n over .nhe 
coolin: water tubes where it is condense. trans
fe-rirc its heat t:o the feedwater.  

(3) The condensed stean joins with the other e<traction 
drains. flowing zoward tne drain cooler seczion.  

d) :,rain -,ow Path (Figure -: 

•.e~d : * I•'.- -, - - ------,'e -e_.: - *.r : . - :r
d of the drai.s a ene end.  c:~eo':h dais-ýsh as -:ý=" enter -= ne ':
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(2) Condensed extraction steam joins the drains.  

t, ;:aen tne cctr3ned drains re7:h nE :-ran 5 c ;er 
section,-they are-sucked up into tne cooler by a 

siphoning action, flow around a series of baffles 
and exit through the.drains outlet to the flash 
tank.2 

(4) The'level of drains inside the heater is normally 
maintained by controlling the amount of drain flow 
to the'flash tank.  

-(5):-The drain cooler section is completely filled 

with drains,'acting as a water-to-water heat 
exchanger.  

e) Air, together with fission products and other non-con
-desnible-gases, enters with the extraction steaer and 
cascaded drains.  

(i)- If these gases are not removed, increased corrosion 
could result-..The heaters could also become air 
bound, decreasing heater efficiency.  

(2) Removal-of. these non-condensibles is accomolished 
by air vent lines.  

%a) Orificed vent lines provide continuous 
degassing to the main condenser.  

Nc •cminal hezt eyc~ancer S.ne'l side Dressure 
2.7 psia.

2) "3' Lcw Pressure Heaters 

--' •--:-iaily-the-sme as "'" heaters with 
e'ceotions:

the follc'-."nc

-. 'I Heater:drains ccme frcm "2" heaters and flow -into (Figure S) ,•, " heaters.  

(2) Extraction steam comes from the 8th stage of zne 
"-LP (Ficure .)-turbine.  

(a TTherefore.- the " heaters ooerate at a 
"'-ferent t--,.--,re 'd :--eSrE t,

c! ,a-c.~er :.:- e-oeraz-re to =
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ii. Nominal heat exchancer shell side 
Dressure -.69.4 Dsi, 

(b) Valves in Exzraczion Line 

i. Air operated extraction nonreturn 
line auto shuts on all turbine trips 

ii. Motor operated extraction nonreturn 
line auto closes of cp heater string 
condensate iso. valves close.  

(3) Heat exchangers locatedAheater bay of turbine 
building outside of main condenser shell 

3) "2" High Pressure Heaters (Figure 6) 

a) Vertical, U-tube heat exchanger with integral drain 
cooler section.  

(1) Drain cooler Drovides same function as in "4' 
heater.  

(2) Vertical heater installed due to space limitations 
and tube removal caoability.  

(3) Located in Heater Bay of Turbir.m Buildin.  

b) Feedwater Flow Path 

1) Feedwater enters :ne boztom of t'.e he;. :,a:ce, 
and flows upwar-. .. rc.sh the tube sice -ne 
drain cooler secticn.  

'2, Passing out of the drain cooler. -ne =eed;.;Iater 
acts as a condensina -iechanism for ex:r--:-ion 
steam.  

(3) Returning through the zube sheet, feedwater exits 
at the bott.om of tne heater into tne feec'ater 
return header.  

"') Feedwater outlet zemperature -.3300° at fuli power.

c) Extraction Stear Flow '-ath (Figure 7)
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(1) Extraction steam and moisture from the L.P.  
turbine-seventh stage enters the heater at the 
bozzo- and flcvws Up.ear" vi-' : 

-(2) Tube ,support plates direct steam onto the 
cooling water tubes.  

(3)-. Condensed steam-flows down the condensate lane 
-. •and mixes with-the moisture separator drains 

and the drains from the #1 heater drain cooler.  

" (4)'-Valvesin Extraction Line 

- --.(a) LAir operated extraction nonreturn line 
-auto shut on all turbine trips 

(b) Motor 4operated~extraction nonreturn line 
auto close if L.P. heater string condensate 
isolation valves close.  

d) Drain Flow Path (Figure 8) 

(1) Drains from the moisture separator drain tank 
and from the =1 heater drain cooler enter 

:through the drains inlet nozzle and mix with 
Ithe extraction co6dens-ate.  

(2) -This -mixture then flows downward and into a 
-drain cooler section.  

(3•) Baffles-in the drain coo'er fcrc -.he crains 
to-take a circuizous rcuze to zne crairs cuzlez.  

-- .(;) -"2"-heater drains cascade into the "3" heaters 

l) A level control- system maintains the drain cooler 

full by controlling tnse amount of drain ficw to 
the "3' neater.  

e) Air and non-condensibles are removed by vent Llnes.  

.() Nominal,,heai.exchanger shell side pressure -.ll psia 
reG Le. , 

-2" 'I" '-ich Pressure e-,_e -.e 

- aŽ- -sseit~a~ll h sa~e~as "2'.' he-ze~s wi-n wne -'cw'..irc
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(1) There are no drains coming into these heat 
exchangers from a higher pressure heater.  

(2) Extraction steam comes from cross around 
steam-to the moisture separators.  

(a) Therefore, the "I" heaters operate at 
a different temperature and pressure 
than the "2" heaters.  

i. Feedwater exit temperature to the 
vessel -. 377 0 F (100%l power) 

ii. Nominal heat exchanger shell side 
pressure -.200 psia 

5) "5" Low Pressure Heaters 

a) Essentially the same as A1 heaters with the following 
exceptions: 

(1) There are no heater drains cascading into the 
"5" heaters.  

(2) Extraction steam is taken from the twielfth 
stage of the L.P. turbine.  

(a) Therefore, the "5" heater operates at 
lower temperatures and pressures.  

(3) The '5" hea:-e doces not have an integral drain 
cooler. .-n ex-ernai .drain cooler Drcices t-is 
function. An internal drain cooler would have 
made the "5" heaters tco big.  

(A) The "5" heaters are ahways in service i-" -he 
turbine is ooera:ing. There are no extraction 
val ves.  

(5) Since there are no cascading drains into the 
"5" heaters, the only drains are condensed 
extraction steam. These drains, along with 
uncondensed extraction steam, are pioed to the 
flash "ark.  

7;-a 1. ,.,,- ate "es _= &a4, cco e"s are .t rus 
Mnsice :,,e neck* -nz-.ý -.C) :neSa:O;a:e -~ 

snace an~d rin-imze :;ioinc runs.
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(7) Feedwater outlet termperature 183 F at full power.  

- ~,) •o,.nai heat eAchancer shell side pres-urp.  

3) Flash Tank Operation (Figure 8) 
"a) All •heater drainsIare combined in the flash tank and 

flowintothe drain cooler.  

_,b) Any.drains which flash and any uncondensed steam 
-- 'from the "5" heaters is routed back to the "5" heater.  

"c) "The'drain'cooler is a water-to-water heat exchanger 
which increases the temperature of the feedwater.  

Feedwater inlet iemperature is`-0030 F at full power.  

Feedwater outlet temperature .is -,1300F at full power.  

c. Operation of Heaters and Drains 
"- Heater condensate'drains flow from'the highest pressure 

heaters towards the lowest pressure heaters, achieving 

a cascading effect (Figure 8).  

2) "Condcens'ate "drai'ned from the moisture separator drain tanks 

is routed to the shell side of heater "2" by a separator 

-drain. tank level controller and moisture separator drain 
. .-pumps.. Codensatefrom'heater "'" is also airected to 

heater "2"-level controlle'r.  

2 The level controller fer heateer "2" drains condensate 1o 

heat%..er Y'". leve', conzroller fPr hea-er "' tra'ns czrcer
sate to heater -•" anl,e-e! controller for neater 

drains condensate to the flash tank.  

-) Steam flashincg from the cOshdeniate drained into the 
-Elash tank is routed to the sheI side of neater 

" 7- "The flasn'zank, level :cnzroller drains condensate =-o -ne 

-main notwdell byway of the "E" heater external drain 
- cooler. : 

E ) Extraction ste-am is recuired to force the --rains fron one 

"heater to the next..  

-rsa ti'sfactory perfo'rmance cf feedwazer ,eaters. the 

i) if tre level is too nign. heater effici-nC'/ 0di.  

cec,,ease anc concersate 7ýa- tacK u' n tv, -=rnine.
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b) If the level is too low, proper subcooiing of the 
drains is lost.  

(1) This causes flashing in the drain line to the 
dcwns-tream heater.  

(a) Water hammer-in the drain line and level 
oscillators in-the downstream heater 
results.  

'Note: Flashina of'drains will occur normally, 
but only after passing through the level 
control valve, where pressure is reduced.  

8) Heater Level Control.  

a) The "3" heater arrangement is typical of the level 
control system.  

b) Drains from the upstream "2" heater flow through a 
level control valve (LCV) into the "3" heater.  

(1) This LCV is controlled by an air signal from, the 
"2" heater level control system.  

(2) if the "2" heater level changes, the LC7 is 
opened to pass rmore or less condensate flow 
to maintain "2" heater level.  

(3) Since "2" heater drains will flash a~ter -assing 
throuah :•e Oe . -he valve is Isc-=ted ve,, close 

Mo the '3" neater.  

c) "3" heater drains flow through the "3" heater level 
control valve into the "I" heater.  

.This L'V is ccnzrlied by an air sional fr-.  

.he "3" heater level control system,.  

%2) Level changes in the "3" heater are compensazed 
by opening or closing the LCV.  

ý3) An emergency drain valve is provided in the 
event ..ore dr=-n caoacity is needed on :re 
drains from heaters 2, 4, the drain cooler.  
and '-.re o•-'t-, seý,=arazn:r drz.•, t'Lz.
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d). As an example of heater level control operation, 
assumea 'level 'increase in "2" heater.  

"27'' he•er LC" would open tc decrease the 
"level: -

(2) 'Iflevel continued to increase, M2" heater 
...... ' emergency drain valve-would begin to open 

:" ' '- (3) "If'ltvel reaRche the-high level switch 
setpoint', "th'e'feedwater inlet and outlet 

.valve of the affected high pressure feed
. .Water-string would close to isolate the 

leak.- -f

-(a)' C16sing the high pressure feedwater 
string isolation valves from the feed
water-system causes the affected 1 and 

2 heater motor operated extraction non
retuhn valves-to close isolating steam 

"from-the affected:heater (See Systems 
Manual-Fig6re 2.7-2 for Extraction Valves).

(Cb) Thel'reiponse-to 'increasing level in heater 
"1" is much the same as heater "2" with 

the exceptibn of the fact that heater "I" 
has no emergency drain valve.

"(4)- The ednd result is': 

(a) "l"'and "2"'heater motor operated extraction 
-nonreturn valve is cIosed and heater 2" 

eAxraction t--ass is coe (hea:ze "I" has 
no extraction bypassnvalve).  

(b) M2" heater LCV is full open.  

(c) All "2" heater drains -low into main :on

"denser vialemergency drain valve ;r ;o 
.3 heater via LCV.  

(d) Since one high pressure heater is isolated, 
the fee'd~,aer o:emDerature leaving thaz 
heater'string will be icwered.

r
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(e) The inlet feedwater temoerature to the 
vessel will also be slightly lower.  

(f) Feedwa:er flow in one unaffecteC hign pres
sure feedwater heaters will increase when the 
isolation occurs.. This produces a larger 
At between feedwater temperature and extrac
tion steam temperature, increasing the heat 
transfer across the remaining high pressure 

- -heater tubes.  

_-(g) The remaining high pressure heaters will 
"work" harder (require more extraction steam) 
partially compensating for the loss of the 
high pressure heater string.  

9) Remaining Level Control Features 

a) Increasing level responses in heaters "3" and "4" 
are-similar to 1 and 2 except the high level response 
isolates the affected low pressure feed water string 
to cause an isolation of the string and the heater 
"3" motor operated extraction nonreturn valves.  

(1) There are no controllable extraction nonreturn 
valves on heaters "A" and "5".  

(2) Heater "3" has no emergency drain valve.  

b) Heater "5" affects its level control through the 
flash tank level ccnzrollers.  

c/ Flash tank level control af-e:os a normal ar,• _e.
gency drain from the drain cooler.  

d) Moisture separator drain tank nich level effects: 

(1) Level control valve to '2 heater first 

(2) Emergency crain to main condenser second 

(3) Turbine trio and air operated extraction non
return valve isolation on "1", "2" and "Y 
heaters third.
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C. OBJECTI VES 

The components of the system . . .  

~.Flow :azi trouch hi E- s::s e m 

".. L1ir-ations on the system -

o Svs~e- canz-ol and ocer'ation' of the system 

1. Purzose hne Reactor '.a-er Cleanup Svsze' serves :he fo;,owin 
•fur. czions: s . . " : * 

..a -Reduces impurities within the water anc tAierefore reducIes 

the-deoos~ition of- impurities on 'the Fuel sur-ace. rT.e 

trars•e' fron-th, Fuel. , " 

O lc cess ..... rc there---,r to eiT-her :ne 

condenser hotwel 1 or ra'asze.  

c. 'r,,s :-e sec-r -cary sources :-tor:= r-dia-ion 
c. -- .... . -- •,c rj--... .'=
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d. Control the concentration of fission products in the feactor 
orimary system.  

e. Maintains high reactor water purity to limit chemical and 

corrosive action.

2. System Description (Figure 1) 

a. Provides continuous mechanical filtration and chemical 
demineralization of reactor water.  

b. Components 

1) Recirculation pumps (2) 

2) Filter - Demineralizers (2) 

3) Regenerative Heat Exchange (3) 

..:) won-regenerative Heat Exchange (2) 

5) Valves 

a) 1Iotor operated valves inside the containment.  

b) '.otor operated valves outside the containment.  

c) Slowdown flow control valves.  

3. :Io, Pa:n (Ficure 1) 

a. •,c-icn - Taken from the "A" recirc loop suction line and 
:ne RPV botzom head drain (to monitor bottom head water .oera:ure, to prevent temperature stratification in the 

:oztom head.,which could cause thermal stresses in the RV 
:coczm ieadand in the CRD stab tubes, and to remove crud 'r:r the bottom of the vessel). The sucticn ro-ir7 is 

-..cn to z:e RHR - Shutdown Coolinc mode.  

b. :solation valves - Inboard and outnoard oi the primary 

containmert for the system inlet.  

c. C/U Recirc Purps - two 50% capacity pumps.  

•. 9ea: Exchancers 

•eceer~e~tive seat Exchancers - 3.  
'Ze£ce zem;era-ure rom •3z:= to -33:2
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" .2i ?on-recenerative heat exchangers "- 2 "(Peouce temperature 

"fur-her from 233'F to l200F) 

e. -iiier-demineralizers 

1) Two (50% capacity) used to maintain reactor water purity.  

Although the majority of the impurities are removed 
by the condensate demineralizers, the reactor acts 
as a concentratorof the remaining impurities. These 
"are removed by the cleanip system'filter-demineralizers.  

.2) Fiiter-demineralize'r6ypass- 'line-l0O% 0capacity 

f.- Sample Stations 

ý(Conductivity measured)-before and after the filter demineralizers 

g. Return through the Regenerative Heat Exchann6ers- (temperature 
i increased form 120OF to 4340 F) to a thermal sleeve in the 
feedwater lines and into the"RPV>, Check va-lves on feedwater 
line provide containment isolation.  

h. -B1lowdo%,wn path to main condenser or Radwaste.  

i. Flow Control 

- Constant volumetric flow zhrough the filter-demineralizers.  

7Flow control valve and controller for blowdown.  

-'. East ".s - s os . Ce-r it n 

a. -teactor power operation, - normal water quality.  

S. Szar7-u! -- main•ain water level during n ,lant heatjp.  

S . Rec-or blowdown ooeration level:controi wheni not steaLinc.  

d . o:'-*0- Standby 

e. e ueeliing - react.,c city vwaterý ualI y 

a. t: overco7-e -P of sys-e-, line losses, Dressure drc:s 
.'s:-- ecuismenz andinfec: re-urn water int.o zte feed-



b. Two - 50: capacity, horizontal, electric motor driven, 
centri fucal pumps with mechanical seals. Rated flow is 
0U -pm eacn.  

c. Pump design Data 

Number Required ................ 2 

Capacity (Each) .................... 50% 

Discharge Flow (gpm/pump) . .......... ... 180 

"Design Temperature (OF)..... . . ........ 575 

Design Pressure (psig) ............. ... 1450 

Discharge Head at Rated Flow (ft) .... ...... 500 

d. Normal flows and temperatures 

2 pumps, 2F/D units 1 pump, 1 F/D unit 

270 opm 135 gpm 

Temp. from reactor 532CF 

Temp. to N4on-regex. HX 2330F 

Temp. from Non-regen. HX 120OF 

Temo. return to Reactor e3:F 

e. rcerazed from tne -ain ccnzr!z" room 

f. Pump bearing and seal cooling provided by RSCCW 

c. Pumos designed :o o:erate in narallel-system- o.erati.on can 
continje a: reducec flow wi.- one pump out of servize.  

h. F"uto trios 

0) inlet isolation valves (I and/or 2) not full open 

2' Outlet isolation valve (12) full closed 

". Hign oearing cooling water temoerature >VaO°F
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-4) Low Recirc pump flow < 30 gpm.  

a. Regenerative (RHX) heat exchangers 

1) Used to reduce reactor water temperature to avoid 
excessive demand on the closed cooling water system 
and minimize heat losses from the reactor system.  

2) Cooling medimum is cleanup system return flow to the 
reactor-shellside (thus improving the system heat cycle).  

"3) Design Data 

Reactor Coolant Flow Rate (lb/hr) ....... 133,300 

'Shell Side Pressure (psig) ..... ........ 1,450 

Shell Side Temperature (SF) ........ 575 

Tube Side Pressure (psig) .... ......... 1,A50 

Tube Side Temperature ........... ...... 575 

4) Relief valves on shell and tube side provide overpressure 
protection.  

b. Non-regenerative (IIRHX) heat exchanger 

., Used to reduce reaczor water temoerature u tc erar~e 
ievels fcr the resin ,a:eria, used in :-e fire,
Ce71ineraliizers.  

2` Cooling meaiurn is R7,CC, (sheliside) 

3' Desicn data 

Reactor Coolant Flow Rate (ib/hr). ..... 33.30 

Shell Side Pressure.(psig). ........ .... .150 

Shell Side Temperature .... .... ...... 370 

Tube Side Pressure (psi" ) .. . . . . . ....  

-Lu"e _ise Te-era-.re : r . . . . . . . . .
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1) Relief valve on tube side provides for heat excnancer 
isolation protection.  

3. Filter - Demineralizers (Figure 2) 

a. Used to maintain water purity by mechanical and chemical 
filtration.- They remove insoluble solid particles and 
dissloved solids from the water.  

b. Two - dual purposes, 50% capacity units of the pressure 
per coat type which use finely ground mixed ion exchange 
medium. The filer/demineralizers operate in parallel at 
50%ý of the total system capacity.  

c. The rapid ion exchange rates at the finely ground resin, requires 
the use of only a thin pre coat and facilitates greater 
utilization of the ultimate capacities of the resin. Powdex 
demineralizer resin is not regenerated. (Solka Floc is not 
always used under the powdex because powdex is usually a 
sufficient filtration medium alone - Brown's Ferry doesn't 
use Solka Floc.) 

d. Desion Data 

Number Required ...................... 2 

Capacity (each) ...... ............... .0 

Flow Rate/unit (lb/hr) .... ........... 6,650 

E,,,uent Conductivily (_:no max) 0.1 

-ffluenz ......... ................... .. 5 to 7.5 

EI-fuent.insolubles (ppb). .......... .<...  

:.es'gn Temperature ICF). ...... ........... 15C 

Design Pressure (psic) ........... . .... .  

Maximum expected time to remove 
a unit from service, backwash, 
Dre coat, and return to service 

(minutes) ........ ..... 60 

e. nnzernai construction 

1' Fine Steel mesn . iter ele.ents (sectu') aztac=e: :j a 
tube sheet..
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2) Resin mixture (weight basis) 

Cazion : Anion = 2 : 1 

f. Filter - Demineralizer effluent specifications 

Conductivity <0.1.-mho/cm 

pH 7.0 •- 0.5 

Insolubles <lppb (residue on O.OQ5 
Micron filter paper) 

Chlorides 

. - Influent Effluent 

200 - lQ00ppb 80' removal 

<200ppb 90,: removal 

a. Maximum pressure drop (inlet to outlet nozzles) 

Clean 5 psid 

Dirty. 20 psid 

Alarm 25 psid 

Automatic isolation 40 psid 
miarm (effluent valve) 

h. Bacl.wasn and precoating required 4if: 

I" F/D Differential pressure high : 21-25_psi'd 

2', F ' Z,`1ifferentiai cressure Icu : 1 psid 

,incicative of possible failed filzer eiemen.t).  

3) Effluent conductivity > 0.1 -•mno/c-1 

a) hnfluent conductivity <0.1 .mho/cm 0 2G4C 
Effluent conductivity > 0.1 -.mho/cm @ 25:C 

' influent conductivity :-!,.0 _mho/c- S 25C
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pH 5.5 to 7.5 

Insolubles el opb 

Silica OF > I.0 

Chlorides < 50 ppb 

AP 20 psig 

(Decontamination factor (DF) = influent value/effluent 
"value) 

c) During startup mode of operation conductivity may 
exceed 0.1 imho/cm for short periods of time as long 
as the reactor vessel water quality remains within 
the limits defined in the technical specifications 

i. Post Strainers 

.1) Provided to prevent carryover into the reactor system of 
filter or resin material due to filter element failure.  

2) Designed to withstand shutoff head of the cleanup 
recirculation pumps.  

3) Pressure drop 

clean <5 

Alarm 20 psid 

Automatic Isolazion 20 nsid 
(F/D effluent valve) 

P ?osz strainer backwashing required if differential pressure 
=cross it exceeds 5p r -i'=:" psid.  

j. £ackwash and precoating done frcm local panel.  

1; Automatic or manual sequencing 

"7) Interlocks allow only one filzer demineralizer to be 
recoated at a time.  

3) Holding DLMp 

Provided to mainzain :ne filter cnarce unzil tne unit 
is in service.
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o) Pump will auto start if flow through the filter drops 
to -. 0.8 gpm/ft toprevent the precoat from dropping 
off :he Filter ele-er-s.  

4) Elapsed time (expected maximum) - to remove unit from 
service, backwash, precoat and return to service - 60 
minutes.  

"k. Flow Control Valve 

1) Maintains constant flow r.ate through each filter-demineralizer 
for varying pressure drops.  

2) Set at a local filter - demineralizer control station.  

3) Normal Flow is 135 gpm 

4. Valves 

a. inboard and outboard system inlet. valves are part of the PCIS.  
iThe*primary purpose of system isolation valves is to prevent 
uncovering.the core and limit the radiological dose if the 
cleanup pipe breaks.  

b. All valves are AC powered-exceot the system suction outboard 
valve (=2 valve) which is 250 VDC.  

c. Flow-control valve to radwaste/main condenser (-15 valve) 

I) Resrticting orifice upstream prevents excessive blowdown 
in the event zheFCV failc ooen. Bypassed for low pressure 
concizions.  

2 Upstream pressure-switcn closes FCV or. low pressure tc 
prevent araining the entire RWCU system piping in a 
si~hon action to the main condenser cr r=dwasze.  

3) Downstream pressure switch closes FCV on hich pressure 

to-protect the downstream low pressure piping.  

.INSTRUME..,,jTATON .

1. Control Room Instruments

a. c.'ow indicazors
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1) Cleanup return flow to main condenser or radwaste 0-300 gpm 

2) ýiiter Demineralizer "A" flow 0-150 GPm 

3) Filter Demineralizer "B" flow 0-150 gpm 

b. Pressure indicator, Regen. HX inlet 0-1500 psig 

c. Temperature Indicators (1 indicator with selector switch) 0-600'F 

1) Reactor water (inlet to RHX, tube side) 

2) "Regen. Heat Exchange outlet (tube side) 

3) Non-Regen. Heat exchanger Outlet (tube side) 

4) Return to feedwater line 

d. Conductivity recorders 

1) Reactor Water Cleanup before Demin "A" and "B" 
(1 pen recorder) 1-10 microm hos/cm 

2) Reactor Water Cleanup after Demin "A" and "B" 
(2 oen recorder) 0-1 microm-hos/cm 
Red - Demineralizer "A" 
Black - Demnineralizer "B" 

2. Sample Station 

a. Samples taken at outlet of eacn filzer-demineralizer.  

b. :ressure control valves reduce system pressure for use in the 
samoie station. Caoable o. maintaining continuous flow :hrough 
each sam'ple point at any cleanup system operating temperature.  

c. Constant temperature for zne sampled process fluid.  

d. Sample is discharged to clean radwaste.  

e. -Ilso sample influent header to filter demineralizers. Difference 
between infiuent and effluent will determine the filter! 
demineralizer efficiency.  

Sionificant Alarms, Interlocks, and Trip logic 

a. Syszem iolatior. on :ne folVowinc (closure o' inboard ane 
ouztoard inlet iscaztion valves (=1 and =2) and :ne return 
Isolation valve (=12) ) 

-Lzo reactor c .ae' lv_. -"
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2) High Temperature'outlet non-regenerative heat exchange 130°F 
(Alarm also) 

3; Szand•v Liquid Control in--i:azed 

4) High temperature in areas occupied by cleanup system.equipment 
1 10-120°F 

5) High temperature in .floordrains in areas occupied by cleanup 
•system equipment ll{-120*F

"b. Recirculation pump trips-

"1) Inlet Isolation valve (#1) not fully open.  

2) Inlet Isolation valve (."2) not fully open.  

3) Reactor return isolation valve (-12) fully closed.  

a) Pump flow low <30 apm (5sec TD on startup) 

5) Pump cooling water outlet High temperature (RECtW I'-O*F.  

c. Filter Demineralizers 

1) Flow (Local) 

a) Alarm on low .flow 

b) Holding-pump auto starts at ý-0.8 gpm/ft 2 

) Differential pressure (Local) 

a) FilIter-Demineralizer 

(1) Alarm on high differential pressure @ 25 psid 

(2) Closed FIT effIluent -valve @ 20 psid 

3) Conductivity 
a) Alarm on FID inlet conductivity @ micro rnho/cm 

b) Alarm on FfD unit outlet conductivity @ 0.1 -irco mho/cm 

d. 3io'-:down (Local) 

-'Iarm and closure of drain rio,." corol va,;:e "pic.
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2) Alarm and closure of drain flow control valve @ 140 psig.  

A Le agge Isolation 

a. 8 thermocouples (RTD) located near Cleanup system equipment 
to monitor the ar6a temperature.  

1) Alarm on Panel 9-3 on high temperature-llO° 2O0 F 

2) Isolate cleanup system at 1+-2---2•O0F 

b. 8 temperature switches lecated in floor drains serving 
cleanup system equipment. Isolate cleanup system 11O0 -120*F 

G. OPERATIONAL SUMMARY 

1. Modes of Cleanup System Operation 

a. Reactor Power Operation - Normal 

1) Design bais for the sizing of the Regenerative heat 
exchanger and main pump discharge piping.  

2) Equipment Status 

Main pumps operating 

RHX under full load 

NRHX under partial load 

Filter-demineralizers ocerating 

No blowdown 

b. S:artup Ocerations 

i) During plant Startup and heatup at a maximnu raze of l00-F 
per hour, the reactor water volume will "swell." Additional 
wazer will be introduced to the reactor from the control 
rod drive system flow to the reactor. To accomodate tnis 
increase in vessel water inventory, the cleanuD system is 
used to discharge reactor water to the main condenser or 
radwaste.  

2) The system drain line restricting orifice bypass valve 
is c:e. at low reactor pressures.
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3) The biowdown rate.is lirited by the Following factors: 
Filzer-demineralizer inlet water temperature, RBCCW 
return temperature and heat exchanger cooling water 
fs; raze.  

S4) The cleanup system removes cantrol rod drive water 

and "swell" water~from the reactor until reactor 
temperature reaches lO0-F-above the saturation 
temperature .for themain turbine seal setpoint pressure; 
at which time this Water will be removed as steam by 
blowdown to the main condenser.  

5) Equipment Status 

Main pumps in operation 

RHX under-partial load 

NRHX under maximum-startup load 

Filter-demineralizers in service 

CRD input and system ekpansion discharged to 
radwaste or main condenser.  

c. lciwdown Operations 

1) Design basis for.sizing the blowdown 1l'ne restricting 
orifice and flow control valve.  

2 Cold blowdown 

a) Can blowdown up .to ::'e capacity of the drain FCV to 

ra dwa ste---the-con denSe r-...........  

t) ECuipment Statuý 

Main pumps in operation 

Heat exchangers uncer litzle load 

Filzer-demineralizers in operation 

Drain FCV in operation 

-ct blc;,ioown 

a" The "yszeM wi have a res-r~ic-_eG !¢.. " because Gf 

Lte -imvi:azions on -he maximum a;:owa:ze oulet temperat-ure 

-.o R ..W On the she!' side of the -R.X A.c the filt r 
_'inera 1er i-le:.*.at---"------
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b) If blowdown is in progress with the moderator at 5,510F 
with no flow returning to the reactor, System Flow rate 
must be limited to within the cooling capacity of 
tne NRRHX.  

c) The percent of total system flow blowdcwn must be 
adjusted to stay within the temperature limitations 
on the F/D and on the NRHX RBCCW outlet - if the total 
system flow must be adjusted to operated within the 
temperature limitations.  

d) Equipment Status 

Main pump (s) operating 

RHX under no load (entire flow to radwaste/condenser) 

NRHX under full load 

Drain FCV in operation 

4) Blowdown to main condenser is the preferred point to limit 
the duty on the liquid waste processing facilities.  

d. Hot Standby 

1) Same as Hot blowdown above 

2) Minimum NPSH for pumps 

e. Refueling Operations 
I) maximun bypass 

a) Can be used to blowdown refueling (reactor) wazer, thus 
with blowdown moce. this oceration shall also covern the 
blowdown flow conzrol valve sizing.  

b) Eýquipment Status 

Both main pumps operating 

RHX under no load 

NRHX under no load 

Filzer-demineraiizers in operation 

3rain FCV in ooeration

.nzire flow discharae to radwaste or -,ain condenser
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2) Refuel mode 

a) in conjunction with-fuel pool cooling and cleanup 
provides continuous cleaning oF reactor water during 
refueling.  

b) Thd*system may be used to assist in heat removal if 
required.  

c) Equipment Status 

Main pumps in operation 

RHX~under no'load' 

NRHX under no load 

Filter-demineralizers in operation 

FCV operational - No blowdown 

2. Filter - Demineralizer Basis Operation 

a. Filter-demineralizer 

1) Two 50 percent capacity, parallel-operated filter
demirneralizer units are provided.  

2) They are pressure precoat type usiný finely ground, non
recenerable, mixed cation and anion-ion exchange resins.  

b. Service Cycles 

1) The ooeratino'service cycle of a filter-cemineralizer is 
zer-iinazed either by a nigh pressure drop across the unit 
or by exhaustion of th'e ion exchange resins. Normally, pressure 
drop limits the-run "jength except during an abnormal condenser 
leak.  

12)-4hen.-an operating unit's service cycle-is terminated, the unit 
is isolated byýclosure'of the outiet'valves whil the 
parallel unit remains in service.  

c. Backwash 

I) The out - of - service filter-demineralizer is backwashed 
• a ,nd "ater tc re-ove all of tne soent resins anc 

!ccumula-ed insoluDle mazeriaL. Tnis is accomolished 
wizi the use of an air blast injected into the filzer
ce;ineraiizer to dislodce the precoat. Condensate is Then 
•um'ec inzo the filter-demineralizer tnroucn the outlez
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line. The backwashing process efficiently removes 
these materials with a minimum volume of water from 
the condensate system.  

2) Sackwash water drains to the cleanup backwash receiving 
tank. Vent lines from the filter-demineralizer are 
routed to the backwash receiving tank.  

3) The mixture of water and 5 pent resins is pumped to the 
cleanup phase separator tank of the radwaste system.  

d. Precoating 

1) After the backwashing-step, the filter-demineralizer is 
precoated by circulating a slurry of freshly prepared, 
finely ground, mixed resins from the precoat tank onto 
the stainless steel holding elements (septum).  

2) The slurry deposits evenly on the elements while the 
water returns to the-precoat tank. Recirculation is 
continued until the return water is clear.  

3) A holding pump is started which will maintain the filter
demineralizer cake in place, after which the precoat 
pump is removed from service and associated valving 
is closed

4) The unit is then ready to be placed in service by opening 
the inlet and outlet valves, after which the holding pump 
is removed from service automatically as flow increases.  

5% The holding pump for each filter-demineralizer unit is 
automatically restarted if tne filier/demineralizer 
outlet flow drops below 25 gpm. This insures a flow through 
the filter/demineralizer at all times and prevents the 
precoat from falling off the element.  

. EL ATIO'SX'S WTTH OTHER SYSTE 1 S 

Reactor Building Closed Cooling Water System which supOlies cooling 
wazee to the non-recenerative heat exchangers and RWCU recirculation 
pumos.  

2. Primary Containment Isolation System which provides for automatic 
closure of the RWCU system isolation valves.
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3. Radwaste facilities which-are'used to collect wiater from the 
RWCUJblowdo.'n and spent, resins from the filter-demineralizers.  

•. The ""recirculation'loop and the reactor vessel which supply 
water to the RWCU system.  

5. Feedwater line which supplies a return path to the vessel for the 
processed water. t 

6. -The 'Area Leak Detection-System~which provides-an isolation signal 
for'the RWCU.  

7. Standby Liquid Control System which causes isolation of the RWCU 
upon its in.itiation.  

I.ý- TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS -- *, 

I. Coolant Chemistry - Limiting Conditions for Operation 

a.-' Prior'to startup'and at Steamina rates less'than 100,00 
" -lb/hr the following limits "shall -apply 

1 1) Conductivity - 2.0 micro mho/cm @ 25CC.  

2) Chloride 0.1 ppm 

b. At Steaming rates greater than 100,000 lb/hr, the following 
limits shall apply 

1) Conductivity 1.0 micro mho/cm @ 25'C.  

2) Chloride 0.2 ppm 

c. -A: Steamingo rates greater'than 100,000 ib'inr, the reactor 
water cuality mryyexceed the above.specification only for 

the time limits~specified below. Exceeding those time limits 
of -:ne "foliowinbgmaximum quality.1iiits shall be cause for 
,-'acing the reactor in the cold shutdown condition.  

I) ConductiVity'tiime'eabove 1 micro mho/cm @ 25°C.  
-- 2 weeks/year 

Maximum Limit 10 micro mho/cm @ 25-C.  

2) Chloride concentration time abcve 0.2 ppm - 2 weeks/year 
Maximum Limit-0.5 ppm.  

3' -he reacto shall e'shutdcarr, if ýH 5. E or >:..6 'or a 
"our veriod.
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d. When the reactor is not pressurized except during startup, the 
reactor water shall be maintained within the following limits.  

1) Conductivity - 10 micro mho/cm @ 25%C.  

2) Chloride - 0.5 ppm 

3) pH shall be between 5.3 and 8.6 

e. ýWhen the time limits or maximum conductivity or chloride 
concentration limits are exceeded, an-orderly shutdown shall 
be initiated immediately. The reactor shall be brought to the 
cold shutdown condition as rapidly as cooldown rate permits.  

f. Whenever the reactor is critical, the limits on acitivity 
concentrations in the reactorcoolant shall not exceed the 
equilibrinm valve of 3.2 pCi/gm of dose equivalent 1-131.  

This limit may be exceeded following power transients for a 
maximum of 48 hours. During this acitivity transient the 
iodine concentrations shall not exceed 26 :Ci/gm whenever 
the reactor is critical. The reactor shall not be operated 
more than 5 percent of its yearly power operation under this 
exception for the equilibrinm activity limits. If the iodine 
concentration in the coolantexceeds 26 -.Ci/gm, the reactor 
shall be shutdown, and the steam line isolation valves shall 
be closed irmnediately.  

2. Coolant Chemistry - Surveillance Requirements 

a. Reactor coolant shall be continuoly monitored for conductivity.  

1) Whenever the continuous conductivity monitor is inoperable 
and the condensate demineralizers are bypassed, a sample 
of reactor coolant shall be analyzed for conductivity 
every A nours. If the condensate demineralizers are in 
service, a sample of reactor coolant shall be analyzed for 
conductivity every 8 hours.  

2) Once a week the continous monitor shall be checked with 
an in-line flow cell. This in-line conductivity calibration 
shall be performed ever 2a hours whenever tne reactor coolant 
conductivity is 51.0 micro mho/cm @ 25°C.  

b. During Startup prior to pressurizing the reactor above 
atmospheric oressure, measurements of reactor water quality 
shall te perlorr.ed to show confor.ance with I.!.s above
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c., Whenever-the reactor is.operating.(including hot Standby 
conditions, measurements of reactor water quality shall 
be performed according to the-following schedule: 

1) Chloride ion content shall be measured.at least once 
every 96 hours. 

-- 2j) Chloride ion content shall be measured at least every 
8 hours whenever reactor conductivity'is >1.0 
"micro mho/cm @ 25°C 

3) A sample of primary coolant shall be measured for pH at 

-least once every,8 hours whenever the ,reactor coolant 
eonductivity-is >1.0 micro mho/cm @25°C.  

.,d. :'Whenever the reactor is not-pressurized, a-sample of the 
reactor coolant shall be analyzed at least'every 96 hours 

for chloride ion content and pH..  

'e. During equilibrium-power operation onisotopic analysis, 
including quantitative measurements for~at'least 1-131, 1-132, 

1-133, and i-134 shall be performed monthly on a coolant 
liquid sample.  

f. Additional coolant samples shall be taken whenever the reactor 
activity exceeds one percent of the equilibrium concentration 

specified in I.l.f-above and one of thefollowing conditions 
are met: 

1) During Star.tup _ 

2) Following a significant power chance Ta change exceeding lr-: 

of rated power in less than 1 hour), 

3) Following an increase in-the ofTf-as leve, exceeding IC,CO0 

.Ci/sec (at the SJAE) within a a8 hour period.  

4) Whenever the equilibrium iodine limit specified in l.l.f 

is exceeded the'addition coolant liquid saiples shall le 

taken at 4 hour intervals for LI8 hours, or until a stable 

iodine concentration below the limiting vaie (3.2 -r-m) 

is established. However, at least 3 consecutive samples 

shall be taken in all cases. An isotopic analysis shall 

be performed for each sample, and quan titative measurements 

made to determine the dose ecuivalent 1-131 concentration.  

if the zotal iodine activity of the sample is celow 

0.- 'cm, an isotopic a.a.ysi s :o de-errine •cui'&Cflt 
1-I31 is'not required.

. Coolant Chemistry Limits Bases
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a. The reactor chemistry limits are established to prevent damage 
to the materials in the primary system which are primarily 304 
stainless steel and Zie•aloy cladding.  

b. The limit on chloride concentration is to prevent stress 
corrosion craking'of the stainless steel. For stress corrosion 
cracking to occur, chlorides and oxygen must be present.  
The lower the oxygen concentration, the higher the chloride 
concentration can be before stress corrosion cracking will 
occur. Boiling within the reactor results in degeneration 
of the reactor water. During steaming operation of <100,000 
lbs/hr and during'startup, there is not much degeneration taking 
place and the dissolved oxygen content of the cooling water 
may be high. Therefore, to assure that no stress corrosion' 
cracking takes place, a more stringent limit is placed on chloride 
concentration under these low steaming conditions.  

c. When conductivity is in its proper range, pH and chloride and other 
impurities affecting conductivity will be within limits. When 
conductivity becomes abnormal, then chloride measurements are 
made to determine whether or not they are also out of their 
normal operating valves. Significant changes in conductivity 
provide the operator with a warning mechanism so he can investigate.

d. The major benefit of cold shutdown is to reduce the temperature 
dependent corrosion rates and provide time for the cleanup 
system to re-establish the purity of the reactor coolant.  

e. The equilibrium coolant iodine activity limit represents a 
computed dose to the thyroid of 36 rem at the exclusion 
distance during the 2 hour period following a steam line break.  

f. The maximum activity limit durina a short term transient is 
established from consideration of a maximum iodine inhalation 
dose less than 300 rem.  

NOTE: Vendor fuel worranties also contain coolant che'm'.istry 
limits which may be more strigent than the Tecnnical 
Specifications.
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a. Automatically controls the flow of feedwater into the reactor 
vessel to maintain vesseT water level'within pre-determined 
levels during al :-odes of plan-- ooera-aion.  

1) Required Level.s Determined by: 

a) Requirement of Steam Separators 

(1) Limits Carryover and Carryunder.• 

(a) Carryover is inefficient removal of moisture 
resulting from high vessel level. May damage 
turbine blading.  

(b) Carryunder is caused by low water level 
allowing uncovering of separator skirt.  
Steam from the separators is entrained 
in the downcomer flow and may cause 
decreased core subcooling and/or jet 
oump or recirc pump cavitation.  

b) Prevent Uncovering the Core.  

2. Modes of Operation 

a. Manual 

1) Valve Control - used from 0 psi g to approximately 350 psig.  

2) Pumo Control- used from 350 osic to approximately I0' 
Dower.  

D. Sincle Element - Automatic "ode 

1) Level Controi Only. Only autoratic mode available to 
byoass valve, also available for RFP Auto-Controls.  

c. Three Elements - Automatic I.ode 

1) Level, steam flow, feed flow. Anticipates level change 
due to steam flow-feed flow mismatch.  

2) Usually in operation between 10;-" and 100%' power.  

31 Only available for RFP Controls.  

•. .Sr~o, n -- •'ieure i)

a. Sz-rtuo yvoass alve
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1) Controlled by air signal from an electropneumatic (E/Pb 
- converteri. , 

2i Operates on level control only for automatic operat'n 

3). Varying position of valve(slkchanges feedwater flow 
which in turn changes reactor water lever 

b. Turbine DrivenReactorFeedwater Pumps 

.Q) Controlled by Hydraulic System which positions turbinm 
"Vontrol val vesi 

2) Hydraulics System controlled by FWCS to vary pump speed, 
. -controlling ratelof feedwater flow.  

c. Manual/Auto (M/A) Transfer Stations 

1) -One for each RFP turbine 

2) Provides a manual demand signal to the turbine speed 
controls, or 

3) Provides automatic control signals from the master 
•controller.-to thi turbine speed controls.  

d. Master Coptrollers 

Provides electrical control signal to the .-/A stations; 
either manual or automatic (automatic described below).  

2& C'erazor aUjusts desirea oerazing level wi., set;oinZ 

3) Controller comoares-desired level to actual level if in 
single element control.  

U) if they are not the same, controller outout will 
vary to correct the error.  

) Controller comoares desired'level to modified level signal 
- if in 3 element, control.  

a) 'Steam Flow Z feed flow mismatch signal provides 
anticimatory level change feature even though 
actual level may not have changed..
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b) If desired level and modified level signals are not 
the same, controller outout will change to correct 
-. e, error.  

5) Bypass valve levels controller is level control only.  

a) Controller compares actual level to desired level.  

(1) If they are not the same, controller output 
will vary until the error is corrected.  

e. Vessel Level vs Flow Error Netwol 

1) Modifies level signal based on steam flow - feed flowA 
condi ti on..  

a) If steam flow and~feed flow are equivalent, modifie& 
signal wily' correspond to actual-level signa31 

b) If steam-flow exceeds feed flow, the modified signal.' 
will be less than the aftual°eVel signal.  

c) If feed flow exceeds steam flow, the modified signal.  
will'be greater than the actual level signal.  

f. Steam Flow - Feed Flow Comoarator 

SCompares total steam flow to total feeGwater flow.  

2) If they, are the sate, conara-or outDuz is scme constar: 
amssnt.  

3; if steam flOw exceeas feed flow, comoara:or output will.  
increase.  

1) I feed flow e.<ceeds steam flow, ccrparaecr output will 
decrease.  

g. Reaczor 7essel Level Instrumernts 

1) Two level transmitters are available via a selector 
switch, a third transmitter is also used for turbine 
trio logic.  

2) Each level inszrument is oressure (density) ccmoensated.

-- 4
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"h. Feedwater Flow Instruments 

-,, e. r flow signals =,e sent :o a su-n-c 
network for a total feed flow signal.  

2)- Feedwater flow signals are density compensated.  

%--i.. Steam Flow.-Instrument 

I) All four steam flow signals are sent to a summing 
network for a total steam.-flow signal.  

2) -Each-flow signal is pressure (density)',compensated.  

E. COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

1. Reactor Water Level (Figure 2) 

a. 3 Independent Sensors," differentialbpressure transmitters 
connected to water reference condensing chambers within the, 
drv,.,ell. 1 of 2 is selected to-be-used in the feedwater 
control circuitry.  

b. Transmitter outputs 10-50 ma,:corresponding to -a level range 
of 0-60 inches (from inst. zero) is indicated in the control 
rocm.  

c. -'essure compensated-to correct for water density chances 
Oevel described by differential pressure is related to a 
"-. lil of curves whose zero points and slooe chances with 

:re-s-jre,. -ressire sicnal is aniec to a level correc-:icr 
E_-'er T:.r Irocer cc-:Densazion anc inoica:e: in zine con

roi rcom.  

d. Level is also indicatea on 1 pen of a two pen recorder.  
' ,.hizhever chanrei is selected as inout the "level 

:on-rol s/szem -is aso .the channel recorded.  

2' Vessel hich anr& low level alarms from the Ievel selected.  

, . Level .interlocks and computer -i nputs are from the level 

channel selected. - - .. .

2.- Veisei-Szear, Flow (Ficure 3)
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a. Four steam flow AP transmitters send sicnals via souare root 
converters to individual steam flow meters in the control room.  

b. Pressure Compensation 

1) 2nd input to square root converter is pressure from the 
primary (high) tap of the differential pressure trans
mitter. This signal is used tocorrect for changes in 
steam density as a function of pressure.  

c. All four signals summed by total steam-flow summer.  

d. Total steam flow signal serves as input to: 

1) Level Program Limiter 

2) Steam Flow - Feed Flow Error Network 

3)' Control Room Total Steam Flow recorder.  

I) RWMI Bypass Control 

Feedwater Flow (Ficure 4): Consisting of 2 individual fiow _ P 
transmi tzers.  

a. Each flow signal displayed on CR meters.  

b. Both sicnais summed by feedwa-er ficvt summer.  

c. Total feedwater flow sional serves as inout tc: 

] : F•. F~ow,-Feed :,cw Error :•e-..ork 

2) CR Feed Flcw Integrator 

3) CR Feed Flow Recorder 

-,) Recirc P.umo tJPSH interloc., 

5) ,. *.d 

d. temperature Compensation - density chances in feedwater 
corrected in a multiplier/divider unit.  

e. Flow eiements are located beyond the last H.P. heater to 
'.-ir'_-_e =ll ie=,-ce sourCes or -ýIow recirculation -;ow

inc flna, 7eez'.----, f, 7w-as:,re-n-
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A* Feedwater Reaulating Start up Bypass Valve Control (Figure 5), 

-) The bypass valve disc position is controlled by a valve 
"operator.  

2) Increasing the air pressure applied, to the top of the 

valve diaphragm closesthe valve against spring pressure.  

-- 3) Bleeding off the air pressure* alloW.•'s the valve to open.  

4) The air pressure is controlled by a positioner, which 
in turn is controlled by a small (3- 15#) air signal 
"from the I/P c6hnerter.  

5) The I/P converter output is changed by yarying the valve 
controller output iignal.  

6) The positioner output pressure passes through an air 
lock valve.  

"7) Low instrument air supply pressure (<65=) will cause t.te 
spring loaded air lock valve to'close.  

8) This interrupts the positioner signal and "locks" the 
air in the valve operator.  

9) The valve will not move until sufficient'suoply pressure 
is available to open the air lock valve.  

t.F , he oosit-cne- is de-anOinc a fUll c:-r, va"VE 
"%wnen air pressure is regainec; the valve will 

open rapidly,(unless already open).  

:. Reactor Feed Pump Turbine, Controls (Figure 6) 61 

a T1 rbine speed is de-:errined by the cosition of tne :-riFary 

=ilot valve bushing. ° ' 

1) The primary pilot valve bushing is set-by an electric/-", 

hydraulic positioner, - the pressure relay pistcn.,; 

2) The pressure relay siston is controlled by one of t'io 

speed changers - the M1otor Gear Unit ('MGU) or Motor' 

Soeed Changer '(MSC).  

Z; The ,.MGU can control turoine spEed 'rom %90 -z.: -5 
RPM and is controlled by the fee-water control system.
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4) The MSC can control. turbine, speed.from 0 to -,5500 RPM.  
and is manually controlled from the control room at either 
a hich or a low speed chancaS 

5) The,!inkage arrangement which.positions the primary pilot" 
valve busing is a low'v'aluesele'tOr, 'sd that the'lowest' 
demanid-'sinal from the&MSC or-4IGU W1ill be in control. • ' 

6) The turbine speed governor, positions the primary pilot 
valve within its bushing, supplying hydraulic pressure 
to the primary piston. The reset relay provides feed
back to the primary pilot valve bushing for stable oper
ation.  

7) The primary piston controls the'secondary operating 
cylinder which positions the turbine control valves.  

8) The turbine control valves,(5',low.pressure and one high
pressure) aire sequentially opein ed'by' Tiift rods and a liftt 
beam to admit steam to the turbine. The lift rods are 
positioned by the 'secondary operating cylinder and are 
arrange to: 1) Sequentially open the low pressure valves 
via the lift beam and 2) open the high pressure valve 
after the last low pressure valve has opened beyond its 
effective .flow area.  

6. in order to understand the electrical portion of the control system, 
it is necessary to discuss General Electric '.leasurerent and Control 
(GE/MAC) devices.-, 

a. -aci device in a G-!.-..•C ccnzrol system nas an inourt and cutout.  

b. " fulll rnce deflection of :ne in.-, sicnal ;roduces an ou:z 
rancing from 10-50 miIliiamps T--haa•.  

1) >maintaining a 10 ma minimum output allows detection-of 

an electrical failure in the device.  

2) i rini-um, input signal procuces a 10 .a Outout.  

3) A maximum input signal produces a 50 ma output.  

c. For example: 

i) The reactor vessel level instrument operates cn a .P 
sional reoresenting 0 - 60" of level.



2) A transducer converts-the 0 - 60" AP sional into a 10 
50 na outout signal.  

3) T., the reactor water level is 0" (or less), the trans
ducer output -is 10 ma.  

4) If the wvter level is 33", the transducer output is 
"32 maf( 3= 3x-40 ma + 10 ma).-

"5) If the water level !is 60" (or greater), the transducer 
output is 50 ma.  

6) Since a 60" level input change produces a 40 ma output 
"change, every 3" level change-causes a 2 ma output change.  

"d.,-When two'different signals ,are compared, such as steam and 
feed flow, mismatches between them~may be either positive 
or negative, i.e.,: steam flow may exceed feed flow (posi
t-ive) or feed flow may~exceed steam flow (negative).

e. To allow positive-and negative signals 
put is always a positive current (10 
S ermpioyed.

in a device whose out
50 ma), biasing is

f. The bias signal acts as a reference point. Any output 
creater than the normal bias signal is considered positive.  
;ny'output less than'the bias signal is-considered negative.  

g. For example: (Figure 7) 
"The s-eam .low vs. fee- :o,: ccmcarator u-ilizes a s~j-nminc 

: e;I-ce to dezermine if a fic,q misr.atcn exists.  

2, Feed Flow Equals Steam Flow 

a) If-steam.-fiow-and-feed flow are ecual, tne first 
sum7er-outout is zero.  

-b) The amplifier output is zero.  

c) The second summer, adds-the amplifier output and a 
bias signal.  

U1 The bias sicnal is 32-ma (normally).

1) C-:ý=rxtor cut:put i" 2 ,
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3) FeedFlow Exceeds Steam Flow 

a T7he first sur7er cu:zu- ,ould :e re-Eazve.  

b) This error signal is amplified and sent to the 
second summer.  

c) The negative error signal and the 32 ma bias are 
added, resulting in a comparator output of <32 ma, 
which is considered a negative output.  

4) Steam Flow Exceeds Feed Flow 

a) The first summer output would be positive.  

b) .This error signal is amplified and sent to the 
second summer.  

c) The positive error signal and the 32 ma bias are 
added, resulting in a comparator output of >32 ma 
which is considered a positive output.  

h. The mAster level controller is an integrating amplifier.  
(Figure 8) 

1) The reactor level (or modified reaczor level) is com
pared zo a desired level as determined by a setpoint 
adjust tape.  

2) :f they are different. an error siSnai is ge.e-ated 

and sent :o tWe inzesr:or.  

31 The integrator response is shown in Figure 9.  

a) A positive error signal into the inzegrazor will 
cause integrator out:ut to increase until the 
error signal is cancelled.  

b) A negative error signal into the i-tegrazor will 
cause integrator output to decrease until the 
error-signal is cancelled.  

c) In the absence of any error signal, inzegrator 
outcut remains constant.  

:s s,... in Fi, ure 0 . :. v .s.cn is -a e i r a 
Manle Aeve .
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a) The need for level program is determined during 
startup testing.  

Sb) If used, the program will decrease the operating 
level at '.-.2"/% rated steam flow; designed to 
reduce moisture carryover to the main turbine.  

c) The program will only be used at power levels 
above programming limiter setpoint.  

d) If installed on currently operating plants, the 
amplifier modifies at 0''/!, rated steam flow with 

.the limiter set at 00 steam flow.' (Design for 
-use with BWR/6 -systems.) 

7. Operation of Feedwater Control System 

a.' Normal Operation (Figurell).  

1i Manual/Auto (M/A) Transfer Stations 

a) Manual Position 

(1) The input signal from the master controller 
is -removed from the circuit.  

(2) Control .is from manual control potentiometer.  

b) Auto Position 

(, The ouzput of tne maszer conzrolier is :assed 
directly tnrouch -he -'.:.ransfer s:azion -o 
the function-cenerator and 1/F converters.  

(2) The manual control potentiometer is discon
nected- frci- zhe circuit.  

c) Ealance Positicn 

(I) Exactly the s~ae as autonatic insofar as 
,"'control-is concerned.  

2) Master Controller and Valve Level Controller 

M. :lanual Position
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(1) The output of the maszer controller is the signal 
from the manual control potentiometer.  

(2) The level error signal is disconnected from the 

outpu-t.of the controller.  

b) Auto Position 

(1) The-output is a signal proportional to desired 
feedwater flow.  

.c) Balance Position 

(1) Same as auto insofar as control is concerned.  

3) RFP Turbine Controls 

a) During normal operation; the MSC is placed at its 
High Speed Stops so that the FWCS can control the 
!.'GU over its entire speed range.  

S) Single Element Control 

a' A level signal is compared to a desired setpoint in 
the master controller or valve level controller.  

b) If they are the same, the signals cancel each other 
and no error exists at the input to the intecrator.  

c) If there is no error signal, the intecrtor outout 
is constan;.  

d. T7he magnituce of the inzec,'azor ouzout is depencent 

upon the feedwazer flow de-.and.  

e) For examole, assume the following plant conditions: 
(Sypass Val ie Operation il ustrated) 

T'e olanz is starting up.  
".ery little steam flow is required.  
The CRD system flow is exactly balancing steam 

demand.  
Reactor water level is stable at 33".  
Setpoint taoe is demanding 0(33").  
the valve level controller is in auto.
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(1) A 33" level signal, is represented by a 32 ma 
input signal *to the master controller su.mer.  

'2' This is exaczlyo-t cd by te .tare 

input of 32 ma.  

(3) The output of the summer is zero.  

(4) The integrator output is at the minimum value 
of 10 ma.  

(5) . 10 ma is applied to the !/P converters, telling 
the regulating valve to stay. closed.  

f) Now assume these conditions: 

The plant is still starting up.  
CRD reject flow is adjusted greater than CRD flow.  

-Reactor-water level has begun to decrease.  
Setpoint tape is' demanding 0(33").  

SValve level controller is in auto.  

(1) As soon as level begins to decrease, a positive 
error signal. is generated by the summer.  

(2) The integrator output begins to ramp uoward.  

i3) The increased output causes the feedwater 
regulating bypass valve to open.  

(" 0oeninc the feedwater byvass valve causes an 
increase in fees flow and r-eactr levei re-:'rns 
,o normal.  

(5' When reactor level returns to normal, the error 
signal no longer exists.  

(6) with no error signal, the integrator outouz 

szops ramoing uov,:ard anc stabilize-s at sc'e 

new positive value.  

(7) The final :result: Steam flow and feed flow are 

increased: Reactor level is at 33". Integrator 

outputis >10 ma and the feedwater regulating 
bypass valve is open slightly.
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A) Three Element Control (Ficure 11) (Master Controller 
Operation Only) 

a) Steady State Operazion 

(1) Total steam flow is compared to total feed 
flow.  

(2) At steady state, they are equal and no error 
signal is generated.  

(3) Comparator output is the bias signal (32 ma).  

(4) This signal is compared to reactor level.  

(5) Normal 33" water level produces 32 ma.  

(6) Since both inputsignals are 30 ma, no error 
signal is generated or amplified.  

(7) Level vs. flow error network outpuz is the 
bias (32 ma).  

(8) With the level control mode switch in 3 element 
control, the 32 ma is sent to the master 
control l er.  

(9) It is corpared to the desired level as deter
mined by the set:oint tape and any error is 
sent to the intecrator.  

. ste ..y state. zc:ual level and -:ire" -eve! 
:': nor-ally -o-a 3' (-2 ma, :heef.re no 
error sicnal is cenerated.  

(11) integrator outout will remain constant unless 
an error signal -s sensed on the inout.  

(-2) If integrator cu:-ut is constant, fee;.aze" 
pu.-,o turbine speed is constant.  

b) Steam Flow Exceeds Feed Flow 

1) This condition generates a positive error signal 
ir :-
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(2) The error signal is amplified and summed with 
the 32 ma bias signal, resulting in a signal 
>32 ma.  

(3) The level vs. flow error network compares this 
-signal 'to the 32 0mna level signal.  

(4) A negative error isngenerated, amplified and 
summed with the 32 ma bias signal, resulting 
in an output <32 ma. (Modified level signal) 

(5) The master controller:compares this modified 
level signal-with the.32 ma desired level input.  

"(6) The resultant positive error signal causes the 
integrator output to increase.  

(7) The feedwater pump turbine(s) increase in speed 
and feed flow increases until it matches steam 
flow. 

(6) When steam flow and feed flow are equal, the 
comparator output is 320ma.  

(9) Assuming reactoY water level has not changed, the 

two 32 ma signals-cancel and the error network 
output is 32 rna.* 

(10), This output is identical to zhe desired le'eil 
and no error signal is generated.  

'11) The inteorator cunut 071 s;:: ir"reaslrg since 
the input errcr signal has We-! =:CE'ec.  

:i2) Final result: Steam:riow and feed flow are 
equal, reactor water level is 32", integrator 
outputliswat some new, higher value and the 

feed;ater purp twrbines are a: a hicher soeed.  

c) Feed Flow Exceeds Steam Flow 

'(1) Same asb) except some signs are changed.  

.=, level Y 17n cre-se s:-e,':4 a cefore .-e-ur,. •.: . c

' i: s as-ec ncz :ochange Ar E r~cse of this cisc.~ss; cn.
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5) Bypass Valve Control 

a) Essentially identical to single element control 
.. l.stra. ed'.  

b) Normally used for plant start-ups.  

b. Abnormal Operation 

1) Steam Leak Detection Device (Figure 12) 

a) ,Compares total steam flowwith Ist stage turbine 
oressure (a measure of turbine steam flow).  

b) A predetermined mismatch actuates an alarm unit.  

c) Mismatch annunciation time delayed for 30 seconds.  

d) Turbine first stage pressure is indicated on a 
recorder as turbine steam flow.  

2) Loss of Signal (Note: The following assumptions are 
made with gain of all amos = 1.0) 

a) Loss of one steam flow input (at lOOS-power, 3 
element control) 

(1) Total steam flow now indicates 75-t (actual 
steam flow still 1O00:).  

52' Total feed flcw s til 1I00' 

z 25%r.isma•.ch sensec in fow ccmcarator.  

'4) 25:. mismatcn results in a -10 ma error sicnai.  

t5; Amolified by 1.0 and summed with 32 ma.  
resultant cutout cf flow ccmoa~ator is 
22 ma.  

(6) Level vs. flow error network comoares zhis 
signal with normal 33" (32 ma) level signal.  

(7) Result is +10 ma error signal, which is 
summed with 32 ma -or a resultant output 
of 42 ma.
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S:- (8). ?.Master controller summer compares 12 ma with 
32 ma. Result is -10 ma error signal sent to 
intecrator. 

.(9) Integrator output decreases to attempt to 

- rectify error: signal.  

(10) Feedwater.pump turbines decrease speed,-reducing 
" feedwater flow.  

(il)" Although steam f.loiv indication has changed, actual 
steam flow has not.  

(12) Feed-flowjis now less than steam flow and vessel 
le'vel beginsto decrease.  

(13) Thedecreasing.'vessel.level input signal to the 

level vs flow error netviork begins to offset the 

erroneous steam flow signal.  

(lA) When actual vessel level has decreased to 18", 

(a 15"jlevel change) the level input to the level 

vs. flow error, network is 22 ma (18 x 2 ma + 10 ma).  
3" 

(15) This exactly balances the 22 ma from the steam 

-flow - feed flow comparator and the error net

"work output returns te 32 ma.  

(16)_ Hovever, since an actual steam flow - feed flow 

mismatch still exisT.zs reaczor level continues 
:o cecrease.  

" (17) This~creates a necative error sicn=-i in tne 

.error nezwork, resulting in an ouztut 5f <32 ma.  

0 18)1 T-he- astercontroi er summer compal-es this with 

the desired 32 ma, and a oositive error sional 
is developed.  

(19) Integrator output begins to increase.  

(20) Feedwater pump turbines increase soeed until feed 

flow and steam flow are again equal (at 100% 

each -
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(21) Reactor vwater level stabilizes at 18".  

"(22) Finae result: 

Reactor pow-er'is 100,;.  
Reactor water level is 18".  
Steam flow and feed flow are both 100'.  
"Total steam flow'signal is only 75%.  

b) Complete loss of steam flow signal (@ 100% power, 
3 element control) 

(1) Error signal would drive steam flow vs. feed 
flow comparator output to a minimum signal 
(10 ma).  

(2) Level would have' to decrease below the scram 
setpoint to compensate for this flow error.  

(3) Reactor would scram zn low water level.  

c) Loss of one feedwater flow input (100.-' Dower, 3 
element control) 

(1) Since there are 2 feedwater flow elerent, the 
loss of one inout corresponds to a 50%' loss of 
feedwater signal.  

(2) The resultant flow error demands more feedwater 
!Ow.  

level begins to increase.  

(4) A 30" level increase (to +62") would offset 
the flow error and return feedwater flow :o 
110:-.  

(5) Since the main turnine and RFP's trips at 
+54", the transient will result in a scram.  

d) Complete loss of feedwater flow input (at I00" po-aer, 
three element control) 

(1) The large flow error will cause level to increase 
-o "-- " .,,,hen -In ---- in r 

trim •esu, tina in a scr=..
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e) Loss of level input (100% power, 3 element control) 

(1) Essentially the same As zero level.  

(2) Master controller output tries to increase 
level by increasing feedwater pump turbine 
speed to maximum.  

(3) Level will increase until RFP's and main 
turbine trip at +54".  

f) Loss of control signal to turbine speed controls 

(1) Would cause reduction of speed to low speed 
stops of Motor Gear Unit (MGU) for RFP 
turbine affected.  

(2) Control signal failure alarm unit (Figure 12) 
monitors signal and trips if it falls below 
the normal range (10-50 ma). Normally set 
at -A ma.  

(3) Results in interruption of power to the MGU 
(lockup) which fails "as is", thus turbine 
speed is fixed.  

(L) Control of the turbine (manual only) can be 
regained by lowering the motor speed chancer 
(MMC) until it is the lower demand value, 
then energizing a hydraulic jack solenoid.  

(5) The hydraulic jack will use turbine controi 
oii pressure to r.ove zne HGU to its high 
speed stops, allowing the MSC full rance 
speed control of the RFPT.  

(6) The signal failure is a seal-in function and 
must be manually reset wien zýe control sicnai 

is available. Ncte: The .I'GU demand from the 
./A station must be run to demand full scale 
(HSS) of the MGU before resetting.  

g) High Reactor Vessel Water Level 

(1) For turbine protection, turbine trips are initi
ated on high water level.


